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Abstract
Considering the size and the regional diversity of China, a prudent analysis of many
economic and policy issues needs to consider the regional differences in climate, soil,
water, and other natural resource endowments, population density, and social and
economic development. Future-oriented multi-regional assessments require regionally
detailed scenarios. A key component of such scenarios is the evolution of the population
in different regions. For studies of land-use change and agriculture, such regionally
disaggregated population projections are needed for estimating regional food demand
and regional labor supply. These scenarios can also serve as background information for
modeling development-induced migration, if migration processes are explicitly
modeled.
With China’s increasing integration in the world economy, the number of studies
analyzing different features of this process has been booming recently. An increasing
number of studies undertake their assessments at some level of regional detail and need
regional scenarios to provide background information about the geographical
distribution of people. The regional population projections presented in this report are
developed for use in such studies.
The report combines national-level demographic scenarios for the period 2000 through
2030 with information about the provincial population distribution from the year 2000
census and projections of provincial birth-rate, death-rate, urbanization, and inter-
provincial migration based on historical data. Results are available at three levels of
regional resolution and age-group aggregation. This report presents the regional
population projections at two levels. At the first level, the provinces are merged into
eight economic-geographical regions. This level of aggregation makes modeling
activities more tractable, but it still preserves a reasonable degree of spatial
homogeneity. At the more detailed level, we consider the 31 provinces as the officially
defined jurisdictions delineate them (as of 2000). The present report contains tables of
urban, rural, and total population aggregated to three main age groups: 0-14, 15-64, and
65 and above for the provinces and for the eight regions. At the third and most detailed
level, comprehensive tables covering 17 five-year age groups, 31 provinces and the 8
regions, rural, urban, and total population are also available.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background, context, and objectives
The general objective of the project on “Policy Decision Support for Sustainable Adaptation
of China’s Agriculture to Globalization” (hence the CHINAGRO project) is to undertake
policy analysis to support decisions guiding China’s integration in the world food system. An
essential tool to support policy analysis is a multi-regional applied general equilibrium (AGE)
model of the Chinese agricultural sector based on detailed models of the land and water
resources as well as the agronomic processes. Both the policy analysis and the AGE
modelling activities require a clear portrayal of the broader social and economic context and
factors that will decisively shape the future of the food and agricultural sectors. The broader
context and the crucial external factors need to be summarized in a harmonized set of
7assumptions and clearly presented in the form of scenarios. The set of scenarios to be used
in the CHINAGRO modelling and policy analysis covers plausible future trends of all
important social, economic, and political processes that are not modelled endogenously in the
project.
Given the size and the regional diversity of China, any sensible analysis must consider the
regional differences in climate, soil and water resource endowments, population density, and
social and economic development. Multi-regional assessments require regionally detailed
scenarios. A key component of such scenarios is the evolution of the population in the
different regions. Such regionally disaggregated population projections are needed for
estimating regional food demand and regional labour supply. They can also serve as
background information for modelling development-induced migration, if migration
processes are explicitly modelled.
The regional population projections presented in this report are developed primarily for use in
the CHINAGRO project. Yet, with China’s increasing integration in the world economy, the
number of studies analysing different features of this process has been booming recently. An
increasing number of studies undertake their assessments at some level of regional detail and
need regional scenarios to provide the background information. Therefore it is hoped that
other research groups will also find useful these regional projections.
Notwithstanding the expectation that our results might be of potential interest to other users,
the method and data aggregation level reported here are tailored to the objectives and
requirements of the CHINAGRO project. This requires a solid, methodologically consistent
and transparent procedure results of which can be considered a good approximation of
provincial population characteristics. The main uses of the results in CHINAGRO include
2food demand and labour supply as input to the multi-regional integrated land-economy
applied general equilibrium model. For these purposes, a broad-brushed picture of the main
characteristics of the population (numbers in different age-groups in rural and urban areas
across the provinces) is sufficient, high-precision demographic details are not required.
This report presents the regional population projections at two levels. At the more detailed
level we consider the 31 provinces as the officially defined jurisdictions delineate them (as of
2000). At the second level, the provinces are aggregated into eight economic-geographical
regions as defined in the CHINAGRO project based on earlier activities in the Land-use
Change (LUC) project at IIASA. This level of aggregation makes modeling activities more
tractable, but it still preserves a reasonable degree of homogeneity within and differentiation
across the regions. Henceforth we refer to these regions as CHINAGRO or LUC regions.
1.2 Conceptual foundations and key assumptions
The ideal procedure to prepare regional population projections would involve calibration of
regional models based on reliable, generally accepted, and detailed region-specific
information about the main driving forces: fertility, mortality, and migration rates according
to gender, age, education, and residence (rural versus urban). These regional projection
models should then be simultaneously run on a joint accounting platform that keeps track of
population movements across the regions and updates the regional model accordingly over
time. Unfortunately, the reality is very far from such ideal conditions. First, there is a
considerable degree of disagreement about the initial conditions: results of the year 2000
census are widely disputed in the demographic community in China and outside. Second, the
availability and reliability of detailed information at the provincial scale is rather unbalanced:
some regions seem to have good records while data concerning other provinces are scarce or
less reliable.
With a view to the above circumstances, our modelling strategy for producing province-level
population projections entails the incorporation of relevant data from diverse sources, their
harmonization to ensure consistency, and the preparation of detailed projections by using the
maximum amount of information available about the relevant features of the Chinese
population. The core building blocks of the projection model are the national-level
projections of urban and rural populations by age groups prepared by Cao (2003) and the
population distribution across provinces in rural and urban areas by age groups reported by
the year 2000 census (NBS, 2002a). Additional information sources include provincial
projections of birth rates and death rates, projections of provincial urbanization rates, and the
magnitude, direction, and age structure of inter-provincial migration.
The modelling procedure itself is based on the following key assumptions: the range of
possible future evolution of the population in China is properly depicted by Cao’s national
projections, while the best source of the provincial distribution is the year 2000 census. From
this longitudinal (national population over time) and cross-sectional (provincial distribution
in 2000), an appropriate decomposition procedure can be developed that provides the
evolution of provincial population over the next 30 to 50 years. The decomposition procedure
can be enhanced and the precision of the results can be increased by drawing on information
from supplementary models like statistics-based projections of regional birth rates, death
rates, urbanization rates, and inter-provincial migration.
The implementation of the above modelling strategy by using the above assumptions results
in the following steps in our modelling procedure:
3• harmonize the year 2000 values in the national-level projections with those in the year
2000 census;
then, for each five-year time step:
• calculate the size of the provincial 0-4 age-groups from the national-level projections by
accounting for the provincial differences in fertility as they are captured by statistically
estimated extrapolation of provincial birth rates;
• calculate the size of all other age-groups by accounting for the provincial differences in
mortality as they are captured by statistically estimated extrapolation of provincial death
rates;
• establish the distribution of provincial populations between urban and rural groups by
considering the provincial differences in urbanization rates as they are captured by a
statistically estimated extrapolation of provincial urbanization rates;
• augment the provincial population values by accounting for inter-provincial migration as
they are captured by statistically estimated extrapolations of magnitudes and directions of
migration flows.
The general ordering principle is that the nationally aggregated provincial population
numbers must match the national-level projections by Cao taken as a starting point in terms
of all main features: age-group totals in urban and rural areas for each five-year time-step.
The computer code implementing the disaggregation procedure contains several routines
checking the consistency of the re-aggregated provincial results with the original national-
level values.
2. DATA SOURCES
The procedure to develop regional population projections draws on six main sources. They
range from a set of national-level projections and the regional population distribution
documented in the year 2000 census to the projections of birth rates, death rates, and
urbanization rates at the province level as well as projections of interprovincial migration
flows. The method presented in the next section attempts to utilize the maximum amount of
information available from these sources. Unfortunately, the reliability of data from different
sources varies considerably. Therefore, an important task is to reduce inconsistencies across
the data sources to the extent it is possible. It is fair to say that our results are more reliable at
higher aggregation levels (multiple age groups, larger regions) than at the very detailed level.
This section presents and documents each data source in turn.
2.1 National multi-state population projections
Cao (2000) prepared a series of multi-state population projections for China as a whole by
distinguishing demographic patterns (fertility, mortality, migration) in the future according to
education achievement and the place of residence (rural or urban) in addition to the usual
male–female differentiation. She clustered her assumptions in a scenario matrix along two
groups of attributes: fertility, mortality, educational achievements, and migration on the one
hand, and convergence of fertility levels in educational categories and in the urban/rural
regions, on the other. Migration throughout this paper refers to internal (domestic as opposed
to international) migration and the numbers always indicate the size of net migration flows.
The first dimension in Cao’s matrix leads to three clusters:
• low scenarios: low fertility, low mortality, high education, low migration;
• central scenarios: central fertility, central mortality, central education, central migration;
and
• high scenarios: high fertility, high mortality, low education, high migration.
4Different assumptions about the convergence of fertility levels along the second group of
attributes give variants within the low, central, and high scenario groups.
The span of all scenarios in terms of projected population for the year 2045 is 1.37 to 1.59
billion people. The large number of scenario variants provides interesting insights into the
details of the population evolution. Not surprisingly, however, fertility dominates the final
outcome. Variations in the assumptions about the other determinants of population change
lead to relatively small variations within the scenario family. There is a rather simple
explanation for that. Due to historical reasons, especially the tight fertility policy in China
over the past decades, fertility rates are already low and even large variations around a central
value in percentage terms lead only to minor variations in the resulting total population.
Similarly, the relatively high life expectancy leaves little room for creating large differences
in the total population by varying the expected future life times and the resulting death rates.
Although there are clear differences both in fertility rates and mortality patterns between the
rural-urban population groups and among the different educational categories, the relatively
homogeneous characteristics described above do not lead to large deviations across the
different convergence scenario variants.
For the purposes of the regional population projections presented in this report, a new set of
national projections has been prepared. The most important novelty of the new projection set
compared to Cao (2000) is that Cao (2003) re-estimated the fertility, mortality, and other
demographic parameters based on the year 2000 census. This increases the consistency of the
two major data sources of the present study and provides a set of projections based on the
most up-to-date demographic data.
Considering the limited effect on mid-term 2030 population levels of the differences in
educational achievements and their different convergence ratios on fertility rates (under the
special conditions in China), the new projections do not disaggregate female age groups
according to their education level. The new projections have the following features. First, we
select the combinations of the variants from each scenario family that, taken together, provide
the largest variance across the national projections for 2030. From the low scenario family
(low fertility, mortality, migration), we adopt the variant assuming the convergence of
fertility rates between rural and urban areas. This is the basis of the “low population”
scenarios L1 and L2. The central projection in this study is based on Cao's central scenario
(central fertility, mortality, and migration) and the variant assuming the convergence of the
fertility rates between rural and urban areas. These assumptions constitute the C scenario.
Finally, the variant selected for this study from the high scenario family of Cao (high fertility,
high mortality, high migration) is the one in which no convergence of fertility rates is
assumed between rural and urban regions. This is the foundation of scenarios H1 and H2. The
actual scenario runs lump the education categories together but keep track of the fertility
differences between rural and urban areas. The difference between scenarios *1 and *2 is in
the assumed rate of urbanization, including rural-urban migration. Variants L1 and H1 are
based on low urbanization rate assumptions whereas variants L2 and H2 imply high rates of
urbanization. The central scenario (C) entails median urbanization rates. Finally, the
projection period has been restricted to run up to 2030. Table 2.1 presents the results of the
new national-level projections.
5Table 2.1: Projections of rural, urban, and total population for China under different scenario
assumptions (1000 people). Source: Cao (2003)
Central -- C
Urban Rural Total Urban share (%)
2000 456498 818636 1275134 35.8
2005 539572 781893 1321465 40.8
2010 597638 764657 1362295 43.9
2015 656802 742876 1399678 46.9
2020 715261 713484 1428745 50.1
2025 775339 672796 1448135 53.5
2030 839480 619118 1458599 57.6
Low -- L1
Urban Rural Total Urban share (%)
2000 456498 818636 1275134 35.8
2005 539572 781893 1321465 40.8
2010 581241 776410 1357651 42.8
2015 627824 762408 1390232 45.2
2020 682254 732100 1414354 48.2
2025 732357 695950 1428307 51.3
2030 780881 652062 1432943 54.5
Low -- L2
Urban Rural Total Urban share (%)
2000 456498 818636 1275134 35.8
2005 539572 781893 1321465 40.8
2010 618563 739088 1357651 45.6
2015 696410 692712 1389122 50.1
2020 769532 642100 1411632 54.5
2025 839723 584389 1424112 59.0
2030 909664 517653 1427317 63.7
High – H1
Urban Rural Total Urban share (%)
2000 456498 818636 1275134 35.8
2005 539572 781893 1321465 40.8
2010 584773 777031 1361805 42.9
2015 634514 765824 1400338 45.3
2020 688826 744023 1432849 48.1
2025 741338 713824 1455162 50.9
2030 796398 671517 1467915 54.3
High – H2
Urban Rural Total Urban share (%)
2000 456498 818636 1275134 35.8
2005 539572 781893 1321465 40.8
2010 616402 745402 1361805 45.3
2015 698702 701064 1399766 49.9
2020 782269 648512 1430781 54.7
2025 859577 591608 1451185 59.2
2030 933955 528010 1461964 63.9
6The range of scenarios used in this study is somewhat narrower than population levels
projected by the UN. The projections are based on a carefully defined and realistic range of
fertility assumptions: a total fertility rate in 2030 of between 1.42 – 1.64 in urban areas (TFR
estimated to be 1.58 in 2000) and of 1.85 – 2.11 for rural areas (estimated at 1.98 in 2000). It
may be noted that the extremely low total fertility rates reported by the Chinese State
Statistical Bureau in the statistical data in the 2000 census (TFR of 1.27 in urban areas and of
1.43 in rural areas) are still a matter of contention among Chinese and international
demographers and were not adopted in this study as being unrealistically low.
2.2 Regional and rural-urban population distribution: the 2000 census data
The most recent regionally disaggregated population statistics for China can be obtained from
the latest census conducted in the year 2000. Yet the use of data from the year 2000 census
might raise some problems for our study because there is some controversy about the
reliability of the 2000 census data, especially for rural regions and some younger age groups.
It is far beyond the scope and objectives of the present study to assess the quality and
reliability of the year 2000 census. Our disaggregation procedure involves a simple
adjustment algorithm that harmonizes Cao’s population numbers and the census data to the
extent possible. The inconsistencies between the two datasets (Cao’s rural-urban distribution
and age group patterns in 2000 and those of the year 2000 census) lead to some small
imbalances across age groups, especially in relatively small and already highly urbanized
provinces. Therefore, special adjustment mechanisms are also incorporated into the
disaggregation procedure to detect and correct these imbalances so that the results are both
internally consistent and externally coherent with Cao’s national-level projections. Moreover,
these minor imbalances are smoothed out when the five-year age groups are aggregated into
larger groups. Therefore at this higher level of aggregation, the results reflect the best
possible compromise and harmonization between the two data sources.
Table 2.2 presents the population distribution between the rural and urban areas in the 31
provinces based on the Year 2000 census. In addition, it shows the same population data
aggregated into the eight major economic regions defined for the CHINAGRO project.
7Table 2.2 Rural, urban, and total population in China’s 31 provinces and in the 8 LUC-
regions according to the year 2000 census (1000 people). Source: NBS –CD (2003).
CENSUS 2000
Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Province 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 1258 8378 886 585 2205 257 10522 3047 13569 77.55
Tianjin 998 5484 608 653 1885 220 7090 2759 9849 71.99
Hebei 3334 13204 1021 11856 33590 3678 17560 49124 66684 26.33
Shanxi 2553 8269 609 5802 13791 1446 11432 21039 32471 35.21
Inner-
Mongolia
1951 7512 497 3002 9575 788 9959 13365 23323 42.70
Liaoning 3541 17599 1826 3852 13535 1471 22966 18858 41824 54.91
Jilin 2221 10267 822 2851 9843 797 13311 13492 26802 49.66
Heilongjiang 3164 14378 1129 3681 12999 886 18672 17566 36238 51.53
Shanghai 1764 11088 1638 247 1429 242 14490 1918 16408 88.31
Jiangsu 5304 23239 2320 9038 29005 4138 30862 42181 73044 42.25
Zhejiang 3610 17144 1602 4683 16395 2496 22357 23574 45931 48.67
Anhui 3352 11360 1054 11688 28120 3426 15766 43234 59000 26.72
Fujian 2681 10782 844 5163 13192 1436 14307 19791 34098 41.96
Jiangxi 2377 8174 634 8087 19228 1898 11185 29213 40398 27.69
Shandong 6421 25635 2270 12321 38285 5039 34326 55646 89972 38.15
Henan 4611 15524 1251 19015 45605 5231 21385 69851 91237 23.44
Hubei 4692 18027 1370 8879 24092 2449 24089 35420 59509 40.48
Hunan 3242 13092 1063 10757 31456 3663 17398 45876 63274 27.50
Guangdong 8998 36084 2350 11553 23330 2910 47432 37793 85225 55.66
Guangxi 2596 8994 761 8889 20173 2442 12350 31504 43855 28.16
Hainan 725 2182 167 1348 2794 343 3075 4484 7559 40.68
Chongqing 1704 7610 781 4958 13795 1664 10096 20417 30513 33.09
Sichuan 3935 16851 1524 14665 40668 4705 22310 60038 82348 27.09
Guizhou 2025 5947 474 8608 16564 1629 8445 26802 35248 23.96
Yunnan 1928 7424 550 9068 21359 2030 9903 32457 42360 23.38
Tibet 109 384 16 707 1292 109 508 2108 2616 19.43
Shaanxi 2245 8462 661 6575 15907 1515 11368 23997 35365 32.15
Gansu 1173 4546 300 5594 12504 1008 6018 19106 25124 23.95
Qinghai 318 1170 72 977 2138 148 1559 3263 4823 32.33
Ningxia 380 1317 82 1176 2367 163 1780 3706 5486 32.44
Xinjiang 1298 4669 281 3736 7895 582 6247 12212 18460 33.84
Total 31prov 84510 344796 29465 200018 525015 58809 458771 783841 1242612 36.92
LUC-regions
North 19175 76495 6646 50234 135362 15871 102316 201467 303782 33.68
Northeast 8926 42245 3778 10384 36377 3155 54949 49915 104864 52.40
East 14029 62830 6615 25657 74948 10302 83475 110907 194382 42.94
Central 10311 39293 3067 27723 74776 8010 52672 110509 163181 32.28
South 12405 49048 3361 18064 39316 4688 64814 62068 126882 51.08
Southwest 12190 46825 4090 46189 112559 12471 63105 171219 234323 26.93
Plateau 426 1554 88 1685 3430 257 2068 5371 7439 27.80
Northwest 7047 26506 1820 20083 48247 4056 35373 72385 107759 32.83
Note: The composition of the LUC-regions is as follows:
North Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanxi, Shandong, Henan
Northeast Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang
East Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Anhui
Central Jiangxi, Hubei, Hunan
South Fujian, Guangdong, Hainan
Southwest Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan
Plateau Tibet, Qinghai
Northwest Inner-Mongolia, Shaanxi, Gansu, Ningxia, Xinjiang
8The “Total 31 provinces” line indicates the sum of the corresponding provincial populations based
on the NBS-CD and does not include special territories, military population, etc. therefore the
numbers slightly differ from the “China total” in the Statistical Yearbook (NBS, 2002b).
2.3 Provincial birth rate projections
The provincial disaggregation of the nationally projected age groups is based on the
population distribution depicted by the 2000 Census. The disaggregation of the newly born
age groups, however, requires a special procedure. The simplest solution would be to keep
the distribution of the new age groups constant according to the year 2000 pattern. However,
this would result in increasing distortions as we proceed further into the future because it
ignores the variations in the dynamics of birth rates across provinces.
The method applied here extrapolates provincial birth rates to make a shortcut to doing full
multi-state regional population projections instead of making assumptions about fertility rates
over time in each province, and applying them to an evolving age structure of the provincial
populations. Birth rates, unlike fertility rates, include the effects of age structure, without
actually calculating the age structures themselves. Therefore, the quality of the
disaggregation of the newborn age group depends to a large extent on the quality of the
provincial birth rate extrapolation. This is likely to be acceptable because the time horizon is
thirty years and thus much of the age structure of the childbearing population over the next
three decades is well known.
Over the past forty years, provincial birth rates have been converging towards a gradually
sinking national birth rate from widely diverging values in the 1960s. The national birth rate
has declined from 37.88 in 1965 to 15.23 in 1999. A logistic approximation of this declining
trend gives the best fit when we assume the limit value of 13.
We use this logistic model to extrapolate provincial birth rates into the future. We establish
the provincial limit values for 2050 by following a simple rule of thumb. We assume that
provincial birth rates will continue converging and the difference between the provincial birth
rates and the national birth rate in 1999 will be reduced to half by the year 2050. For most
provinces, we fit a logistic curve to historical data and use the resulting parameters with this
functional relationship to extrapolate provincial birth rates into the future. However, some
provinces are already far below the national average projected for 2050: Beijing 6.50,
Shanghai 5.40. For these provinces, we assume a slight recovery from these extremely low
birth levels to a limit value of 8 by the year 2050. Figure 2.1 illustrates the declining and
converging birth rates in the past. Results of the logistic extrapolation of provincial reference
birth rates up to the year 2030 are presented in Table 2.3.
Figure 2.1: The historical evolution of birth rates in the 31 provinces and the national level.
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Table 2.3. Projected provincial reference birth rates used for the regional population
projections
2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030
Beijing 8.9 8.6 8.4 8.3 8.2 8.1 8.1
Tianjin 10.8 10.5 10.3 10.2 10.2 10.1 10.1
Hebei 12.9 12.4 12.0 11.7 11.5 11.4 11.3
Shanxi 15.3 14.6 14.2 13.9 13.6 13.5 13.3
InnerMongolia 14.3 13.6 13.2 12.8 12.6 12.4 12.3
Liaoning 10.8 10.5 10.3 10.2 10.1 10.1 10.0
Jilin 11.6 11.1 10.7 10.5 10.3 10.2 10.1
Heilongjiang 12.1 11.4 11.0 10.7 10.4 10.3 10.2
Shanghai 8.2 8.1 8.1 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
Jiangsu 11.2 10.7 10.5 10.3 10.2 10.1 10.1
Zhejiang 10.9 10.6 10.4 10.2 10.1 10.1 10.1
Anhui 14.3 13.8 13.5 13.3 13.2 13.1 13.1
Fujian 13.8 13.0 12.4 12.0 11.7 11.5 11.3
Jiangxi 16.3 15.4 14.8 14.4 14.0 13.8 13.6
Shandong 11.9 11.5 11.3 11.2 11.1 11.1 11.0
Henan 13.8 13.2 12.8 12.6 12.4 12.3 12.2
Hubei 13.4 12.8 12.3 11.9 11.7 11.5 11.4
Hunan 12.8 12.2 11.8 11.5 11.4 11.2 11.2
Guangdong 15.7 15.0 14.5 14.1 13.8 13.6 13.4
Guangxi 15.5 14.6 13.9 13.4 13.0 12.8 12.6
Hainan 17.5 16.0 15.1 14.6 14.4 14.2 14.1
Chongqing 11.8 11.1 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0
Sichuan 14.2 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.4 12.3 12.2
Guizhou 18.9 18.1 17.4 17.0 16.7 16.5 16.4
Yunnan 17.6 16.9 16.4 16.0 15.7 15.5 15.4
Tibet 23.0 23.0 22.7 22.3 22.0 21.7 21.3
Shaanxi 13.9 13.2 12.6 12.2 11.9 11.7 11.5
Gansu 14.7 14.2 13.8 13.5 13.3 13.2 13.1
Qinghai 18.3 17.3 16.7 16.2 15.9 15.6 15.5
Ningxia 17.8 16.8 16.0 15.5 15.1 14.8 14.6
Xinjiang 18.4 17.4 16.6 16.0 15.5 15.2 14.9
Note: The provincial reference birth rate projections are based on data published in NBS (2001) and may differ
slightly from the data published in the Statistical Yearbook (NBS, 2002b). The resulting bias is likely to be
negligible because it is the relative values that count in the disaggregation procedure.
2.4 Provincial death rate projections
In 2005 and beyond, the provincial disaggregation of the nationally projected age groups
aged 5+ in rural and urban areas needs to draw on the provincial population structures
described by the 2000 census. Keeping the relative size of age groups fixed across provinces,
however, might raise some problems. Specifically, it would imply that if province A had 10%
more people aged 10-14 than province B in year 2000, then in year 2005, province A will
have 10% more people aged 15-19. This would allow downscaling to province level with age
detail without actually doing calculations that use different age-specific mortality and
migration rates in each region. While computationally convenient, this procedure would
result in increasing distortions because it does not account for the differences in provincial
mortality and migration rates. This subsection presents the procedure to obtain data for
including differing provincial death rates into the decomposition process. The migration
issues are addressed in subsection 2.6.
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We adopt a procedure to estimate and forecast provincial reference death rates similar to the
one presented above for provincial birth rates. Changes in provincial death rates over the past
35 years are used to estimate a simple statistical model. The parameters from these logistic
approximations serve as input parameters for our logistic forecasting model. The initial data
screening indicates that the range and variability of provincial death rates are much smaller
than those of birth rates. This is illustrated by Figure 2.2 where, in addition to the national
data, death rates are presented for selected provinces like the ones with the highest (Yunnan)
and lowest (Guangdong not considering Hainan that was part of Guangdong until recently)
death rates in 1999 and the highest (Guizhou) and lowest (Shanghai) death rates in 1965, the
ones with the largest (Guizhou) and smallest (Liaoning) change between 1965 and 1999.
Figure 2.2 The historical evolution of death rates in selected provinces and at the national
level from 1965 to 1999. Source: NBS (2001). Note: death rates are defined as the number of
deaths per 1000 people.
Results of the provincial reference death rate projections are presented in Table 2.4.
Considering their relatively (to the birth rates) small variations in the initial year 2000, it is
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Table 2.4. Projected provincial reference death rates used for the regional population
projections
2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030
Beijing 5.5 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2
Tianjin 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0
Hebei 6.3 6.2 6.2 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1
Shanxi 6.1 6.1 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
InnerMongolia 5.9 5.8 5.7 5.6 5.6 5.5 5.4
Liaoning 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.1
Jilin 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Heilongjiang 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.0 5.0 5.0
Shanghai 7.1 7.4 7.8 8.1 8.5 9.0 9.5
Jiangsu 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
Zhejiang 6.2 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.0 6.0
Anhui 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.5 6.6 6.6 6.7
Fujian 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Jiangxi 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
Shandong 6.1 6.1 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Henan 6.1 6.1 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Hubei 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
Hunan 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
Guangdong 5.5 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2
Guangxi 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Hainan 5.7 5.6 5.6 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4
Chongqing 6.7 6.5 6.4 6.3 6.2 6.2 6.1
Sichuan 6.7 6.5 6.3 6.2 6.2 6.1 6.1
Guizhou 7.1 7.1 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
Yunnan 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
Tibet 8.0 7.8 7.6 7.5 7.3 7.2 7.0
Shaanxi 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
Gansu 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Qinghai 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
Ningxia 5.1 5.1 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Xinjiang 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
Note: The provincial reference birth rate projections are based on data published in NBS (2001) and may differ
slightly from the data published in Statistical Yearbook (NBS, 2002b). The resulting bias is likely to be
negligible because it is the relative values that count in the disaggregation procedure.
2.5 Provincial urbanization rate projections
The Chinese society has been going through various phases of fast urbanization and anti-
urbanization periods over the past half century. Liu et al. (2003) present an in-depth analysis
of the characteristics and trends of China's urbanization. They conclude that the urbanization
process in China has been heavily regulated and has always been under strict government
control. The result of these tight policies is a relatively under-urbanized Chinese society in
comparison to other developing countries at a similar stage of socioeconomic development
and also compared to the level of industrialization in China. An important component of the
government policy has been rural urbanization adopted to limit rural-urban migration to
cities.
There are several important implications of the strong government influence on the
urbanization process and on rural-urban migration in the past. First, it has suppressed at least
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part of the intended migration that would have taken place in the absence of government
control. Second, due to the regulation, the complex permit scheme and the difficulties of
obtaining permits to change place of residence (“hukou”) resulted in illegal or tolerated
migration, a large part of which remained unregistered. The combined implication is that
statistical models trying to establish key historical patterns and relationships for use in
projecting possible future trends might be somewhat misleading.
Liu et al. (2003) also conduct a thorough statistical analysis of the urbanization process at the
national and at the provincial level. They transform the historical data series according to the
2000 definition (the authors call this the “transformation approach”) and apply suitable
assumptions about the shares of population with hukou and urban immigrants without hukou.
The latter approach is called the “modified transformation” approach and it provides
reasonably good statistical fit for most provinces. We use the projections of urbanization
levels for the provinces to split the urban population age groups projected by Cao at the
national level to provincial age groups. Table 2.5 summarizes the provincial urbanization
levels projected by Liu et al. (2003).
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Table 2.5 Projections of China's urbanization level at provincial level 2000-2030. Source: Liu
et al. (2003) Note: Numbers indicate the percent share of the population living in urban areas
of the given province.
2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030
Beijing 76.7 80.0 82.8 85.4 87.6 89.5 91.2
Tianjin 71.8 73.6 75.3 76.9 78.4 79.9 81.3
Hebei 26.4 31.0 36.1 41.4 47.0 52.7 58.3
Shanxi 36.3 41.5 47.0 52.5 58.0 63.3 68.3
Inner-Mongolia 42.2 45.8 49.6 53.3 57.0 60.6 64.1
Liaoning 55.8 59.7 63.5 67.2 70.7 73.9 76.9
Jilin 51.6 56.2 60.7 65.1 69.1 73.0 76.5
Heilongjiang 53.1 56.8 60.4 63.8 67.2 70.4 73.3
Shanghai 87.2 90.2 92.6 94.4 95.8 96.8 97.6
Jiangsu 38.1 46.0 54.1 61.9 69.2 75.6 81.1
Zhejiang 47.4 54.4 61.2 67.6 73.4 78.5 82.8
Anhui 28.9 34.7 40.9 47.5 54.2 60.7 66.9
Fujian 41.7 47.1 52.5 52.5 63.1 68.0 72.6
Jiangxi 28.4 32.4 36.7 41.1 45.7 50.4 55.1
Shandong 41.3 51.7 61.9 71.2 79.0 85.1 89.7
Henan 23.7 28.6 34.1 40.0 46.3 52.6 58.9
Hubei 43.3 50.1 57.0 63.7 69.8 75.3 80.1
Hunan 30.1 35.2 40.7 46.3 52.1 57.8 63.3
Guangdong 58.3 68.2 76.6 83.4 88.5 92.2 94.7
Guangxi 29.9 35.4 41.3 47.4 53.7 59.8 65.6
Hainan 40.7 47.6 53.5 58.2 61.7 64.3 66.1
Chongqing 33.1 38.9 45.1 51.7 58.5 65.2 71.7
Sichuan 28.8 33.8 39.3 45.0 50.8 56.7 62.3
Guizhou 24.4 27.3 30.4 33.7 37.1 40.7 44.4
Yunnan 23.0 26.8 31.1 35.7 40.6 45.7 50.8
Tibet 18.4 19.7 21.1 22.6 24.2 25.8 27.5
Shaanxi 32.4 36.6 41.1 45.7 50.4 55.1 59.7
Gansu 24.8 27.8 31.0 34.5 38.0 41.8 45.6
Qinghai 37.6 41.3 45.1 49.0 52.9 56.7 60.5
Ningxia 34.4 39.5 44.9 50.4 55.8 61.2 66.3
Xinjiang 34.5 37.9 41.4 45.1 48.8 52.5 56.1
2.6 Interprovincial migration projection
Historical data about interprovincial migrations indicate that on average 2.2 million people
migrated across provincial boundaries between 1985 and 1990 annually whereas this figure
amounts to 2.724 million/year for the period 1990 to 1999. These are the officially registered
and statistically recorded migration numbers and as such, are likely to be underestimated.
We have developed a simple model to estimate the provincial share of the national
interprovincial migration based on the historical data between 1990 and 2000. The model
takes the population of the given province in 1990 and the natural growth rates between 1990
and 1999 for each year. The difference between the calculated population (based on natural
growth rates) and the actual population (based on the census data) in 2000 is taken to be the
population won or lost due to interprovincial migration. This provides us with the total
number of interprovincial migrants as well as the share of each province in the flow of
interprovincial migration. These provincial shares are presented in Table 2.6. The numbers
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represent a convenient accounting mechanism concerning the net balances of emigrants and
immigrants at the province level but do not indicate source-destination relationships. These
would require comprehensive migration matrices and are beyond the scope of this study. For
our purposes, the provincial distribution of migration balances is sufficient.
Table 2.6 Provincial share in inter-provincial migration (in percent).
Region Share(%) Region Share (%)
Beijing 9.1 Hubei -0.7
Tianjin 2.3 Hunan -9.1
Hebei -0.7 Guangdong 51.8
Shanxi 0.9 Guangxi -10.7
Inner Mongolia -1.8 Hainan 0.6
Liaoning -0.9 Chongquing 0.0
Jilin 0.5 Sichuan -19.1
Heilongjiang -7.3 Guizhou -9.8
Shanghai 11.9 Yunnan 0.1
Jiangsu 4.3 Tibet 0.0
Zhejiang 7.4 Shaanxi -3.8
Anhui -14.7 Gansu -0.3
Fujian 3.6 Qinghai -0.3
Jiangxi -6.8 Ningxia 0.6
Shandong 1.1 Xinjiang 5.7
Henan -14.0
Note: Positive numbers imply net gains and indicate the percent share of the province in the total number of
immigrants. Negative numbers imply net losses through inter-provincial migration and indicate the share of the
province in the total number of emigrants. For example, in any given period, about 9% of all inter-provincial
migrants go to Beijing, whereas about 9% of all inter-provincial migrants stem from Hunan.
Three externally defined scenarios of interprovincial migration are used in this regional
population projection study. The underlying assumption is rather simple. The flows of
interprovincial migration are harmonized with the urbanization rates in the underlying
demographic scenarios. Three cases are defined on the basis of taking historical
interprovincial migration data as a starting point. The central case assumes the continuation
of interprovincial migration of the magnitude observed in the 1990s. The low interprovincial
migration flows resemble the late 1980s and thus imply a slowdown compared to the 1990s
and amount to about two-thirds of the central case. Finally, the high case assumes increased
interprovincial migration relative to the 1990s at the level of one-third above the central case.
Accordingly, we assume 10, 15, and 20 million interprovincial migrants in any five year
period in the low, medium, and high urbanization scenarios, respectively.
It is worth noting that scenarios of interprovincial migration can be easily modified and the
disaggregation model can be rerun accordingly. Nevertheless, diverging too far from the
range used in this study might undermine the consistency of the magnitudes of interprovincial
migration flows with other components of the disaggregation procedure, notably with Cao’s
assumptions about national-level demographic characteristics and with the provincial
urbanization projections by Liu et al. (2003).
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3. METHOD: CONCEPT AND PROCEDURE
Considering the objective of this report to produce regionally disaggregated population
projections for China and the data sources presented in the previous section, the range of
possible methodological deliberations is rather limited. We need a conceptual framework and
a computational procedure that make use of the maximum amount of information available
from the data sources. In addition, we conduct supplementary analysis of the data available
from the year 2000 census to derive plausible assumptions about the differences in regional
demographic patterns for use in the regional decomposition exercise.
3.1 Conceptual framework
Economic disparities in terms of per capita incomes, labor productivity, and economic growth
remain significant across provinces in China. This would suggest major differences in
demographic patterns across the country as well. Yet, due to the rigorous enforcement of
demographic policies over the past few decades, interregional differences in key demographic
indicators are considerably smaller than one would expect by looking at the standard
development indicators of the provinces. This observation is the first point to guide the
conceptual design for our disaggregation exercise.
The above point can be illustrated by the spread of total fertility indicators across the
provinces observed in 1989 (Yao, 1995). The extreme low values are observed in two
metropolitan regions, Beijing and Shanghai (both with 1.33 total fertility rates), while the
extreme high values characterize the sparsely populated regions of Tibet (4.22) and Xinjiang
(3.22). Total fertility rates in the majority of the remaining regions range between 1.7 and 2.6.
This is still a significant variation around the replacement fertility level. Therefore we need to
incorporate additional information in the decomposition procedure.
The case of mortality is similar. Year 2005 and beyond, the provincial disaggregation of the
nationally projected age groups aged 5+ in rural and urban areas needs to draw on the
provincial population structures described by the 2000 census. This is complemented by
additional information from analyzing historical provincial mortality data. By incorporating
the results of the provincial death rate projections (see Section 2.4), the procedure accounts
for differences in provincial mortality.
Another important observation concerns the differences of demographic indicators between
the rural and urban areas in China. This reveals characteristic differences in fertility patterns
between urban and rural areas. The study by Yao (1995) finds that for China as a whole, the
total fertility rate was just above replacement level at 2.29 in 1989. Although total fertility
rates in rural and urban areas have been converging for decades (see Figure 2 in Cao, 2000),
this number still hides a considerable difference between 1.59 in urban and 2.58 in rural
areas. The multi-state population projections by Cao, providing the national-level projections
for this study, keep track of this difference by distinguishing rural and urban population
groups in terms of fertility and mortality indicators and by applying different assumptions
about future convergence of those indicators under different scenarios.
The fourth factor to consider in the long-range population projection is urbanization and
rural-urban migration. Despite severe restrictions prevailing in recent decades, migration has
become an increasingly important factor in population changes, especially in fast
industrializing urban areas in the dynamic coastal regions. With easing regulation, migration
is expected to develop into a more significant determinant of population characteristics in
many regions than the differences in fertility and mortality rates. The predominant form of
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migration is short-distance from rural to urban, typically within provincial boundaries.
Annual average rates of rural-urban migration in the period 1990-2000 varied across
provinces between 0.01 and 0.07%/year. The fastest rates characterize the regions with the
lowest rates of urban population in 1990. This is a clear indication of convergence in terms of
urbanization across the provinces and it is expected to continue in the future. Yet the present
levels and the future rates of urbanization differ significantly across provinces. These
differences need to be accounted for in the disaggregation procedure.
We can conclude from the above considerations that it is a sensible approximation to use a
differentiated regional decomposition of the national population projections according to the
year 2000 provincial and rural-urban distribution and on the basis of additional information
concerning persistent long-term trends in birth-rate, death-rate, and urbanization-rate
differences across the provinces. The next task is to find the procedure that integrates the
maximum amount of information available from the data sources in a consistent manner.
3.2 The decomposition procedure
The main source of the regional population projections discussed here is the new series of
projections produced by Cao (2003). For each projection (scenario), the multi-state projection
model adopted by her produces detailed projection tables that contain five-year age groups
for male and female populations in rural and urban areas according to the 2000 classification.
These tables are created in five-year time steps over the period 2000 to 2030.
The first task is to harmonize Cao's age group population numbers in the rural and urban
categories with those in the year 2000 census. We use the ratio of Cao's age group population
and the census figure to define a multiplier. This correction multiplier is then applied to the
provincial age group population figures in the census so that the sum of the adjusted
population exactly matches Cao's figures in each age group. The result is a set of rescaled






























scenario-based national urban/rural population in age group j, year k
After the adjustments for the year 2000, the disaggregation procedure consists of the
following steps for each five-year period between 2005 and 2030.
We use the projected provincial reference birth rates to produce a preliminary provincial total
population for the '0-4' age group. The sum of these approximate numbers would usually not
match the national total projected by Cao. Therefore a correction multiplier is defined as a
ratio of Cao's projected age group population and the estimated age group population based
on the projected provincial birth rates. The provincial numbers are then adjusted so that their




























where: =t kip ,1, total population in province i, age group 0-4, year k
=
−5,kib projected reference birth rate in province i, year k-5
=
t
ks ,1 total projected national population in age group 0-4, year k
For all other age groups, we take the provincial total population number of the same age
group in the previous (5 year earlier) period, account for the provincial reference death rate
projected for the given period, and compare the outcome to Cao's projected national total
population in that age group. We then readjust the provincial total populations in each age















where: =kid , projected reference death rate in province i, year k
=
t
kjip ,, total population in province i, age group j, year k
=
t
kjs , total projected national population in age group j, year k
Inter-provincial migration is treated as an external scenario. The total number of inter-
provincial migrants can be specified for each time step. The share of each age group in the
total number of migrants is defined according to the age group distribution of rural-urban
migration used by Cao in the national projections. These migrants are then distributed across
the provinces according to the provincial shares in the national inter-provincial migration.
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/ number of inter-provincial migrants in year k
=ih share of province i in the inter-provincial migration
=ja share of age group j in the inter-provincial migration
The next step is to split the provincial population into rural and urban populations. We use
the results of the urbanization rate forecasts by Liu et al. (2003) for the provinces as reference
to produce preliminary provincial urban population figures for each age group. Due to the
general upward bias in the projected provincial urbanization rates produced by Liu et al.
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(2003), the procedure involves the use urbanization rates of each age group in each province
in the previous time step and the distribution of the additional urban population according to
the relative growth rates in provincial urbanization projected by Liu et al. (2003) in the given
time period. We then use Cao's projected national urban population figures to adjust the
provincial urban numbers so that the provincial totals match the national figures for each age




















where: =u kjip ,, urban population in province i, age group j, year k
=
t
kjip ,, total population in province i, age group j, year k
=kiu , forecasted reference urbanization rate in province i, year k
=
u
kjs , total projected national urban population in age group j, year k
The rural population numbers for each age group and province are calculated by subtracting
the urban population from the corresponding total population figures.
(6) 2030,...,2005;17,...,1;31,...,1
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rural/urban/total population in province i, age group j, year k
These three sets of numbers constitute the starting values for the disaggregation procedure in
the next period (Equation 2). The above procedure from Equations 2 through 6 is repeated for
each five-year time step over the projection horizon. The same procedure is used for all
scenarios.
Finally, the aggregation step involves combining the modified tables into three larger














= urban/rural/total population age group in province i, age group j, year k
and the larger age groups: g=1: 0-14 (j=1-3); g=2: 15-64 (j=4-13), g=3: 65+ (j=14-17)
Summing up the five-year age groups into the three lager age groups is practical because
these three age clusters represent the typical active-age versus dependent population groups
that are of primary concern in most socioeconomic studies. Accordingly, this is the resolution
adopted for presenting the results of our disaggregation procedure in this report.
In an additional (optional) step, projected population numbers for the 31 provinces are added
up according to the economic regions defined for the IIASA LUC study and models.
Obviously, any regional aggregation can be easily produced from the province-level
projections.
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The computer implementation of this disaggregation procedure takes the form of a
FORTRAN code. It is formulated according to the specific disaggregation task and the given
data structure. However, it is easy to rerun the code with different national-level demographic
scenarios, modified or re-estimated provincial birth-rate, death-rate, or migration-rate
projections, alternative assumptions about the magnitude, dynamics, and regional distribution
of interprovincial migration flows. Yet such changes need to be internally consistent.
Moreover, the time horizon can also be extended up to 2050, but in this case all scenario-type
input files must be expanded to include input data for the additional five-year periods. The
computer implementation is simple: the user needs to replace the particular input file(s) with
the one(s) containing the modified data. The model runs in about a second on any suitable PC
or workstation platform.
4. RESULTS
The numerical results of this study are available at three levels of aggregation. The most
aggregated results are presented in this section: rural and urban populations in the three large
age groups in the 8 LUC regions and their national totals. For those, who are interested in
province-level details, rural and urban populations in the same three large age groups are
presented in the Appendix. Finally, the full-size output files (31 provinces, 17 age groups, 7
time steps from 2000 to 2030) for all five scenarios are available from the authors.
This section presents the regional population projections obtained by using the procedure
outlined in Section 3 to a number of nation-wide projections prepared by Cao (2003). The
series of tables for each scenario present projected population levels in the three large age
groups for urban and rural areas as well as totals for age groups and LUC-regions. The tables
are also available in electronic form as Excel spreadsheets for easy integration into the input
data set of any model.
4.1 Scenario C
This regional projection is based on Cao’s C scenario. The underlying assumptions are
presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Main characteristics of the Central-C scenario assumptions
Urban Rural
2000 2030 2000 2030
TFR
Total fertility rate 1.58 1.58 1.98 1.98
Life expectancy
Male 71.57 75.32 67.89 72.39
Female 75.58 78.93 71.00 75.44
Migration
Total net rural-urban migration from
2000-2030 (in millions) 287.831 -287.831
Table 4.2 summarizes the provincial projections under the above scenario assumptions for the
period 2000-2030 in five-year time steps aggregated to the eight CHINAGRO-LUC regions.
Table 4.2 Population projection for China and the LUC-regions under the Central scenario
assumptions for the period 2000-2030 (1000 people).
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CENTRAL PROJECTION -- C
China
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 84091 343087 29319 232747 527780 58109 456498 818636 1275134 35.80
2005 88891 414318 36364 200581 519102 62210 539573 781893 1321465 40.83
2010 102699 452579 42361 172140 524833 67684 597639 764657 1362296 43.87
2015 118842 485458 52503 149639 515216 78020 656803 742875 1399678 46.93
2020 119689 526194 69380 142339 474837 96307 715262 713484 1428746 50.06
2025 115983 572773 86583 137922 427891 106984 775339 672796 1448136 53.54
2030 119059 608692 111730 123247 374480 121391 839481 619118 1458599 57.55
North
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 19080 76116 6613 57691 135922 15677 101809 209291 311100 32.73
2005 19635 94056 8392 46679 135994 16233 122083 198906 320990 38.03
2010 23335 102807 9811 40742 135585 17340 135953 193667 329620 41.25
2015 26864 111012 12240 34744 132092 20423 150115 187259 337374 44.50
2020 27089 120413 16431 32994 120243 25886 163933 179124 343057 47.79
2025 26199 131210 20718 31915 107103 29442 178127 168460 346587 51.39
2030 26869 139864 26350 28449 92960 33475 193083 154884 347967 55.49
Northeast
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 8882 42036 3759 11920 36621 3117 54676 51658 106334 51.42
2005 8241 46822 4805 10161 34740 3436 59868 48337 108204 55.33
2010 8881 48413 5499 8960 33733 3865 62793 46558 109351 57.42
2015 9997 48802 6601 8166 31503 4829 65400 44498 109898 59.51
2020 9688 48980 8904 7669 27799 6569 67572 42037 109609 61.65
2025 9095 48847 11487 7365 23494 7905 69429 38764 108193 64.17
2030 8923 47777 14602 6412 19341 8929 71301 34682 105984 67.28
East
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 13960 62519 6583 29648 75266 10173 83062 115087 198149 41.92
2005 14283 74134 7426 25048 72034 10401 95843 107484 203326 47.14
2010 15953 80348 8311 20368 71727 10971 104612 103066 207677 50.37
2015 18325 84771 10267 17753 68040 12385 113363 98179 211541 53.59
2020 18298 89910 13424 16775 60833 14872 121632 92481 214113 56.81
2025 17651 95652 16559 16178 53758 15700 129863 85636 215498 60.26
2030 17830 99299 20963 14289 45383 17597 138093 77269 215362 64.12
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Central
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 10260 39098 3052 31767 75157 7922 52411 114845 167256 31.34
2005 10711 47384 3884 26263 73877 8671 61978 108810 170789 36.29
2010 12391 51031 4585 22398 73532 9252 68007 105183 173190 39.27
2015 14468 53634 5891 19849 70522 10604 73992 100974 174966 42.29
2020 14247 57611 7750 18470 64514 12838 79608 95822 175430 45.38
2025 13460 62181 9531 17502 57408 14365 85172 89275 174447 48.82
2030 13516 65072 12387 15324 49349 16689 90975 81362 172337 52.79
South
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 12343 48805 3344 21261 39563 4625 64493 65449 129942 49.63
2005 13569 62035 3994 19967 40718 4749 79598 65434 145032 54.88
2010 15407 72551 4619 17414 45475 4934 92577 67823 160399 57.72
2015 18277 82032 5798 16227 48388 5422 106107 70036 176144 60.24
2020 19332 93415 7767 16510 47914 6702 120514 71126 191639 62.89
2025 19736 106123 10179 17112 45419 7992 136038 70523 206561 65.86
2030 21153 118083 14210 16155 41999 9417 153445 67571 221016 69.43
Southwest
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 12129 46593 4070 55029 113271 12323 62792 180623 243414 25.80
2005 14228 56062 5105 49854 109180 13589 75395 172623 248018 30.40
2010 17095 60196 6114 42997 109651 15346 83405 167994 251399 33.18
2015 19582 64665 7513 35632 109149 17260 91759 162041 253800 36.15
2020 19523 70813 9729 33232 100572 20676 100065 154480 254544 39.31
2025 18611 78594 11379 31522 91636 21485 108584 144643 253227 42.88
2030 19072 84088 14378 27807 80917 23633 117537 132358 249895 47.03
Plateau
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 424 1546 87 2041 3457 255 2058 5752 7810 26.35
2005 527 1892 136 2013 3476 306 2555 5796 8351 30.59
2010 663 2099 175 1853 3726 361 2937 5940 8878 33.09
2015 804 2341 212 1672 3967 416 3357 6055 9413 35.67
2020 846 2694 266 1665 3953 482 3806 6100 9906 38.42
2025 851 3131 325 1663 3841 531 4307 6035 10342 41.64
2030 924 3525 451 1549 3644 637 4900 5830 10730 45.67
Northwest
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 7012 26375 1811 23390 48523 4017 35198 75930 111128 31.67
2005 7698 31933 2622 20595 49083 4824 42253 74502 116755 36.19
2010 8973 35135 3248 17409 51404 5613 47355 74426 121782 38.89
2015 10525 38202 3982 15596 51555 6682 52709 73833 126542 41.65
2020 10666 42357 5110 15023 49009 8282 58133 72315 130447 44.56
2025 10380 47034 6405 14665 45233 9563 63819 69461 133279 47.88
2030 10773 50985 8389 13261 40886 11014 70147 65161 135308 51.84
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4.2 Scenario L1
This regional projection is based on Cao’s Low-L1 scenario (low population low
urbanization). It is based on the following assumptions (see Table 4.3).
Table 4.3 Main characteristics of the Low-L1 scenario assumptions
Urban Rural
2000 2030 2000 2030
TFR
Total fertility rate 1.58 1.42 1.98 1.85
Life expectancy
Male 71.57 76.14 67.89 72.39
Female 75.58 79.54 71.00 75.44
Migration
Total net rural-urban migration
from 2000-2030 (in millions) 250.286 -250.286
Table 4.4 summarizes the provincial projections under the above scenario assumptions for the
period 2000-2030 in five-year time steps aggregated to the eight CHINAGRO-LUC regions.
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Table 4.4 Population projection for China and the LUC-regions under the Low- L1 scenario
assumptions for the period 2000-2030 (1000 people).
LOW POP -- LOW MIG PROJECTION (L1)
China
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 84091 343087 29319 232747 527780 58109 456498 818636 1275134 35.80
2005 88891 414317 36364 200581 519102 62210 539572 781893 1321465 40.83
2010 97334 441735 42172 172671 535746 67993 581241 776410 1357651 42.81
2015 107917 467639 52268 150598 533201 78609 627824 762408 1390232 45.16
2020 104225 508627 69402 142376 492698 97027 682254 732100 1414354 48.24
2025 99559 545986 86812 137489 450397 108064 732357 695949 1428307 51.27
2030 100946 567813 112123 122769 406148 123145 780882 652062 1432943 54.49
North
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 19080 76116 6613 57691 135922 15677 101809 209291 311100 32.73
2005 19638 94143 8392 46684 135965 16234 122173 198883 321056 38.05
2010 22099 100235 9764 40892 138292 17421 132098 196606 328704 40.19
2015 24372 106768 12181 35001 136559 20577 143321 192137 335458 42.72
2020 23586 116321 16434 33052 124653 26078 156341 183783 340123 45.97
2025 22520 125000 20772 31870 112646 29737 168292 174253 342545 49.13
2030 22834 130481 26455 28412 100624 33948 179769 162984 342754 52.45
Northeast
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 8882 42036 3759 11920 36621 3117 54676 51658 106334 51.42
2005 8268 47112 4813 10177 34782 3437 60192 48396 108589 55.43
2010 8559 48221 5505 9041 34606 3891 62284 47538 109822 56.71
2015 9293 48465 6620 8338 32882 4877 64378 46096 110474 58.27
2020 8681 49004 8969 7847 29180 6629 66654 43655 110309 60.42
2025 8057 48617 11603 7559 25173 7999 68277 40731 109008 62.63
2030 7838 46992 14792 6617 21600 9078 69622 37296 106918 65.12
East
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 13960 62519 6583 29648 75266 10173 83062 115087 198149 41.92
2005 14236 73778 7418 25045 72005 10399 95432 107448 202880 47.04
2010 15101 78077 8260 20487 73234 11019 101438 104740 206178 49.20
2015 16630 81121 10197 18012 70552 12476 107948 101041 208988 51.65
2020 15909 85903 13379 17001 63340 14978 115192 95319 210511 54.72
2025 15077 90045 16533 16410 56903 15852 121655 89165 210820 57.71
2030 15055 91491 20939 14511 49752 17846 127484 82110 209594 60.82
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Central
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 10260 39098 3052 31767 75157 7922 52411 114845 167256 31.34
2005 10751 47819 3894 26317 74161 8681 62464 109159 171622 36.40
2010 11809 50505 4583 22555 75522 9315 66897 107392 174288 38.38
2015 13273 52729 5900 20092 73649 10719 71901 104460 176361 40.77
2020 12597 57295 7815 18638 67810 12989 77707 99437 177144 43.87
2025 11809 61357 9656 17665 61374 14588 82823 93627 176450 46.94
2030 11782 63240 12581 15517 54460 17030 87604 87008 174611 50.17
South
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 12343 48805 3344 21261 39563 4625 64493 65449 129942 49.63
2005 13453 60607 3963 19767 39728 4711 78023 64205 142229 54.86
2010 14401 68267 4531 17119 44860 4876 87199 66855 154054 56.60
2015 16175 75240 5648 15873 47750 5336 97063 68959 166022 58.46
2020 16186 84790 7559 15861 46586 6556 108535 69003 177538 61.13
2025 16037 94024 9862 16173 44374 7791 119923 68338 188260 63.70
2030 16733 101363 13724 15087 42234 9187 131820 66508 198328 66.47
Southwest
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 12129 46593 4070 55029 113271 12323 62792 180623 243414 25.80
2005 14306 56912 5123 49999 110034 13619 76341 173651 249993 30.54
2010 16238 59989 6118 43334 113318 15475 82345 172127 254472 32.36
2015 17897 64144 7540 36059 114924 17488 89581 168471 258052 34.71
2020 17249 71517 9850 33517 106912 20988 98616 161416 260033 37.92
2025 16411 78900 11615 31822 99232 21930 106926 152985 259911 41.14
2030 16785 83284 14734 28189 90451 24279 114803 142919 257723 44.55
Plateau
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 424 1546 87 2041 3457 255 2058 5752 7810 26.35
2005 528 1904 137 2013 3476 306 2569 5796 8364 30.71
2010 624 2056 175 1850 3793 363 2855 6007 8861 32.22
2015 724 2263 212 1663 4082 419 3198 6164 9362 34.16
2020 732 2629 268 1636 4067 486 3629 6189 9817 36.96
2025 729 3007 329 1620 3986 537 4064 6142 10207 39.82
2030 783 3295 456 1500 3858 646 4534 6004 10539 43.03
Northwest
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 7012 26375 1811 23390 48523 4017 35198 75930 111128 31.67
2005 7711 32043 2624 20580 48953 4822 42378 74354 116732 36.30
2010 8504 34384 3237 17393 52121 5632 46125 75146 121271 38.03
2015 9553 36910 3971 15559 52803 6719 50435 75080 125515 40.18
2020 9285 41168 5127 14826 50149 8323 55581 73298 128879 43.13
2025 8919 45038 6443 14369 46709 9629 60399 70708 131107 46.07
2030 9137 47667 8442 12935 43168 11130 65245 67232 132477 49.25
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4.3 Scenario L2
This regional projection is based on Cao’s L2 scenario (low population high urbanization). It
is based on the following assumptions (see Table 4.5).
Table 4.5 Main characteristics of the Low-L2 scenario assumptions
Urban Rural
2000 2030 2000 2030
TFR
Total fertility rate 1.58 1.42 1.98 1.85
Life expectancy
Male 71.57 76.14 67.89 72.39
Female 75.58 79.54 71.00 75.44
Migration
Total net rural-urban migration
from 2000-2030 (in millions) 360.571 -360.571
Table 4.6 summarizes the provincial projections under the above scenario assumptions for the
period 2000-2030 in five-year time steps aggregated to the eight CHINAGRO-LUC regions.
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Table 4.6 Population projection for China and the LUC-regions under the Low-L2 scenario
assumptions for the period 2000-2030 (1000 people).
LOW POP -- HIGH MIG PROJECTION (L2)
China
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 84091 343087 29319 232747 527780 58109 456498 818636 1275134 35.80
2005 88891 414318 36364 200581 519102 62210 539573 781893 1321465 40.83
2010 101550 473929 43085 168455 503553 67081 618564 739088 1357652 45.56
2015 117975 524290 54145 139272 476667 76773 696411 692712 1389123 50.13
2020 119713 577697 72123 123735 423942 94422 769533 642100 1411633 54.51
2025 120140 628828 90756 111939 368107 104342 839724 584389 1424113 58.96
2030 122812 668888 117965 95285 304689 117679 909665 517653 1427317 63.73
North
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 19080 76116 6613 57691 135922 15677 101809 209291 311100 32.73
2005 19633 93970 8391 46675 136023 16231 121994 198929 320923 38.01
2010 23083 108011 9991 39862 130281 17187 141085 187329 328414 42.96
2015 26662 120373 12652 32326 122621 20102 159687 175049 334736 47.71
2020 27074 132753 17125 28682 107808 25396 176952 161887 338838 52.22
2025 27138 144525 21783 25897 92622 28751 193445 147270 340715 56.78
2030 27712 153944 27926 21981 76288 32528 209582 130798 340379 61.57
Northeast
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 8882 42036 3759 11920 36621 3117 54676 51658 106334 51.42
2005 8214 46533 4797 10145 34697 3435 59544 48276 107820 55.23
2010 8690 49335 5540 8730 32144 3813 63565 44687 108252 58.72
2015 9768 50535 6710 7500 28770 4716 67013 40986 108000 62.05
2020 9473 51124 9106 6459 24330 6387 69703 37176 106879 65.22
2025 9139 50768 11819 5669 19595 7629 71726 32893 104619 68.56
2030 8913 49425 15110 4618 14962 8543 73448 28122 101570 72.31
East
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 13960 62519 6583 29648 75266 10173 83062 115087 198149 41.92
2005 14330 74489 7434 25052 72064 10404 96253 107520 203773 47.24
2010 15847 84165 8459 19916 68696 10870 108471 99481 207952 52.16
2015 18284 91403 10592 16416 62618 12172 120278 91206 211484 56.87
2020 18398 98547 13954 14355 53836 14552 130899 82743 213641 61.27
2025 18316 105159 17355 12803 45683 15259 140829 73744 214574 65.63
2030 18436 109550 22148 10699 36130 16972 150134 63802 213937 70.18
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Central
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 10260 39098 3052 31767 75157 7922 52411 114845 167256 31.34
2005 10671 46951 3875 26209 73591 8660 61496 108459 169955 36.18
2010 12144 52855 4652 21813 70263 9154 69651 101229 170880 40.76
2015 14192 57066 6054 18356 64923 10411 77312 93690 171003 45.21
2020 13979 61908 8020 15917 57350 12553 83908 85821 169728 49.44
2025 13610 66224 9935 14055 49182 13966 89769 77203 166972 53.76
2030 13513 68723 12992 11693 40016 16132 95228 67841 163069 58.40
South
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 12343 48805 3344 21261 39563 4625 64493 65449 129942 49.63
2005 13684 63454 4025 20168 41717 4787 81163 66672 147835 54.90
2010 15517 78409 4755 17432 44528 4964 98681 66924 165605 59.59
2015 18695 92267 6075 15583 45632 5446 117037 66661 183699 63.71
2020 20263 107914 8233 14902 43480 6728 136410 65109 201519 67.69
2025 21646 124157 10929 14436 39558 8011 156732 62005 218737 71.65
2030 23437 140059 15401 13021 34134 9382 178897 56537 235434 75.99
Southwest
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 12129 46593 4070 55029 113271 12323 62792 180623 243414 25.80
2005 14149 55220 5086 49710 108319 13560 74455 171589 246043 30.26
2010 16767 62124 6210 41812 104287 15164 85100 161262 246362 34.54
2015 19146 68639 7740 32903 99997 16920 95525 149821 245346 38.93
2020 19026 75694 10097 28683 88797 20179 104817 137659 242476 43.23
2025 18656 82661 11876 25476 77934 20827 113193 124237 237430 47.67
2030 18752 87026 15056 21409 65268 22746 120833 109423 230256 52.48
Plateau
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 424 1546 87 2041 3457 255 2058 5752 7810 26.35
2005 525 1879 136 2013 3477 306 2541 5796 8337 30.48
2010 653 2206 178 1814 3596 358 3037 5769 8805 34.49
2015 797 2558 218 1567 3716 410 3573 5692 9265 38.56
2020 845 2994 276 1475 3607 474 4115 5557 9671 42.55
2025 880 3459 340 1398 3414 520 4679 5332 10012 46.74
2030 944 3883 474 1255 3117 620 5301 4993 10293 51.50
Northwest
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 7012 26375 1811 23390 48523 4017 35198 75930 111128 31.67
2005 7685 31822 2620 20611 49213 4827 42128 74651 116779 36.07
2010 8848 36825 3299 17077 49759 5572 48972 72408 121381 40.35
2015 10432 41450 4103 14622 48389 6595 55985 69606 125591 44.58
2020 10655 46763 5313 13263 44733 8153 62731 66149 128880 48.67
2025 10755 51876 6720 12205 40119 9380 69351 61703 131054 52.92
2030 11106 56278 8858 10608 34772 10757 76242 56137 132379 57.59
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4.4 Scenario H1
This regional projection is based on Cao’s H1 scenario (high population low urbanization). It
is based on the following assumptions (see Table 4.7).
Table 4.7 Main characteristics of the High-H1 scenario assumptions
Urban Rural
2000 2030 2000 2030
TFR
Total fertility rate 1.58 1.64 1.98 2.11
Life expectancy
Male 71.57 74.5 67.89 71.79
Female 75.58 78.21 71.00 74.87
Migration
Total net rural-urban migration
from 2000-2030 (in millions) 249.201 -249.201
Table 4.8 summarizes the provincial projections under the above scenario assumptions for the
period 2000-2030 in five-year time steps aggregated to the eight CHINAGRO-LUC regions.
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Table 4.8 Population projection for China and the LUC-regions under the High-H1 scenario
assumptions for the period 2000-2030 (1000 people).
HIGH POP -- LOW MIG PROJECTION (H1)
China
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 84091 343087 29319 232747 527780 58109 456498 818636 1275134 35.80
2005 88891 414317 36364 200581 519102 62210 539572 781893 1321465 40.83
2010 101257 441594 41923 173544 535657 67830 584774 777031 1361805 42.94
2015 116767 466265 51483 153739 533908 78176 634515 765823 1400338 45.31
2020 117018 504119 67689 151834 495963 96226 688827 744023 1432849 48.07
2025 112710 544787 83842 152747 454355 106722 741338 713823 1455162 50.95
2030 115241 573780 107378 141124 409367 121026 796398 671517 1467915 54.25
North
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 19080 76116 6613 57691 135922 15677 101809 209291 311100 32.73
2005 19638 94143 8392 46684 135965 16234 122173 198883 321056 38.05
2010 23004 100201 9704 41088 138268 17378 132909 196734 329643 40.32
2015 26407 106429 11991 35715 136730 20462 144827 192906 337734 42.88
2020 26524 115229 16018 35207 125439 25867 157771 186513 344284 45.83
2025 25520 124684 20045 35350 113581 29367 170249 178297 348547 48.85
2030 26078 131805 25289 32586 101398 33338 183172 167321 350493 52.26
Northeast
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 8882 42036 3759 11920 36621 3117 54676 51658 106334 51.42
2005 8268 47112 4813 10177 34782 3437 60192 48396 108589 55.43
2010 8856 48205 5477 9073 34600 3884 62537 47558 110095 56.80
2015 9970 48353 6533 8472 32931 4859 64856 46262 111118 58.37
2020 9653 48676 8775 8359 29395 6593 67104 44347 111451 60.21
2025 9048 48540 11263 8422 25411 7932 68851 41764 110615 62.24
2030 8869 47440 14233 7665 21750 8959 70542 38375 108917 64.77
East
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 13960 62519 6583 29648 75266 10173 83062 115087 198149 41.92
2005 14236 73778 7418 25045 72005 10399 95432 107448 202880 47.04
2010 15668 78052 8211 20559 73222 10994 101931 104775 206706 49.31
2015 17909 80912 10049 18323 70654 12411 108870 101388 210258 51.78
2020 17753 85261 13070 18088 63790 14863 116083 96741 212824 54.54
2025 16971 89866 15990 18222 57406 15667 122828 91294 214122 57.36
2030 17065 92302 20073 16718 50103 17562 129440 84382 213822 60.54
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Central
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 10260 39098 3052 31767 75157 7922 52411 114845 167256 31.34
2005 10751 47819 3894 26317 74161 8681 62464 109159 171622 36.40
2010 12309 50488 4555 22681 75509 9292 67352 107482 174834 38.52
2015 14384 52558 5808 20530 73735 10656 72750 104920 177671 40.95
2020 14185 56739 7614 19889 68207 12873 78538 100969 179506 43.75
2025 13411 61228 9308 19629 61866 14399 83947 95894 179841 46.68
2030 13499 64003 12021 17832 54881 16726 89523 89440 178962 50.02
South
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 12343 48805 3344 21261 39563 4625 64493 65449 129942 49.63
2005 13453 60607 3963 19767 39728 4711 78023 64205 142229 54.86
2010 14919 68251 4506 17172 44855 4865 87675 66892 154567 56.72
2015 17403 75067 5571 16118 47854 5308 98041 69280 167322 58.59
2020 18015 84175 7391 16854 47060 6512 109581 70426 180007 60.88
2025 18012 93827 9565 17955 44902 7718 121404 70576 191980 63.24
2030 18947 102186 13218 17374 42536 9070 134351 68980 203331 66.08
Southwest
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 12129 46593 4070 55029 113271 12323 62792 180623 243414 25.80
2005 14306 56912 5123 49999 110034 13619 76341 173651 249993 30.54
2010 16984 59968 6078 43604 113298 15437 83030 172339 255369 32.51
2015 19539 63901 7412 36948 115051 17383 90851 169382 260234 34.91
2020 19599 70687 9569 35841 107528 20787 99855 164156 264011 37.82
2025 18786 78711 11142 35387 100067 21606 108639 157060 265699 40.89
2030 19403 84457 14026 32366 91285 23806 117886 147457 265343 44.43
Plateau
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 424 1546 87 2041 3457 255 2058 5752 7810 26.35
2005 528 1904 137 2013 3476 306 2569 5796 8364 30.71
2010 654 2056 174 1865 3793 362 2884 6020 8903 32.39
2015 793 2254 209 1710 4087 416 3255 6214 9469 34.38
2020 833 2598 260 1756 4091 481 3691 6328 10020 36.84
2025 836 3002 316 1809 4022 529 4154 6360 10513 39.51
2030 909 3349 437 1729 3900 634 4695 6263 10958 42.84
Northwest
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 7012 26375 1811 23390 48523 4017 35198 75930 111128 31.67
2005 7711 32043 2624 20580 48953 4822 42378 74354 116732 36.30
2010 8863 34374 3219 17501 52112 5619 46455 75232 121688 38.18
2015 10362 36790 3911 15923 52866 6681 51062 75470 126533 40.36
2020 10457 40755 4991 15841 50452 8250 56203 74543 130746 42.99
2025 10126 44930 6211 15973 47101 9504 61266 72579 133845 45.77
2030 10469 48238 8081 14853 43514 10932 66789 69299 136088 49.08
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4.5 Scenario H2
This regional projection is based on Cao’s H2 scenario. It is based on the following
assumptions (see Table 4.9).
Table 4.9 Main characteristics of the High-H2 scenario assumptions
Urban Rural
2000 2030 2000 2030
TFR
Total fertility rate 1.58 1.64 1.98 2.11
Life expectancy
Male 71.57 74.50 67.89 71.79
Female 75.58 78.21 71.00 74.87
Migration
Total net rural-urban migration
from 2000-2030 (in millions) 363.772 -363.772
Table 4.10 summarizes the provincial projections under the above scenario assumptions for
the period 2000-2030 in five-year time steps aggregated to the eight CHINAGRO-LUC
regions.
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Table 4.10 Population projection for China and the LUC-regions under the High-H2 scenario
assumptions for the period 2000-2030 (1000 people).
HIGH POP -- HIGH MIG PROJECTION (H2)
China
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 84091 343087 29319 232747 527780 58109 456498 818636 1275134 35.80
2005 88891 414318 36364 200581 519102 62210 539573 781893 1321465 40.83
2010 104830 468877 42697 169971 508374 67057 616403 745402 1361805 45.26
2015 126496 519008 53198 143317 481258 76489 698702 701064 1399766 49.92
2020 134088 577757 70425 132360 422585 93567 782270 648512 1430781 54.67
2025 136938 634810 87829 123916 364809 102883 859578 591608 1451185 59.23
2030 142044 678844 113067 108051 304379 115580 933955 528009 1461965 63.88
North
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 19080 76116 6613 57691 135922 15677 101809 209291 311100 32.73
2005 19633 93970 8391 46675 136023 16231 121994 198929 320923 38.01
2010 23832 106743 9896 40212 131490 17178 140471 188881 329352 42.65
2015 28613 119065 12421 33249 123756 20026 160099 177031 337130 47.49
2020 30361 132749 16713 30644 107494 25171 179824 163309 343133 52.41
2025 30951 145909 21069 28624 91838 28350 197929 148812 346741 57.08
2030 32050 156229 26722 24879 76201 31922 215001 133002 348003 61.78
Northeast
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 8882 42036 3759 11920 36621 3117 54676 51658 106334 51.42
2005 8214 46533 4797 10145 34697 3435 59544 48276 107820 55.23
2010 8946 48973 5501 8801 32484 3817 63420 45102 108523 58.44
2015 10416 50155 6610 7692 29086 4711 67182 41489 108671 61.82
2020 10551 51068 8915 6891 24270 6346 70534 37508 108042 65.28
2025 10370 51111 11488 6278 19408 7549 72968 33236 106204 68.71
2030 10259 50081 14543 5254 14932 8425 74882 28610 103493 72.36
East
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 13960 62519 6583 29648 75266 10173 83062 115087 198149 41.92
2005 14330 74489 7434 25052 72064 10404 96253 107520 203773 47.24
2010 16331 83432 8386 20073 69390 10868 108149 100332 208481 51.87
2015 19521 90637 10415 16848 63274 12133 120572 92254 212827 56.65
2020 20469 98484 13644 15320 53696 14428 132597 83445 216043 61.38
2025 20730 105892 16814 14154 45259 15056 143437 74469 217906 65.83
2030 21159 110854 21248 12122 36042 16694 153261 64859 218119 70.26
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Central
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 10260 39098 3052 31767 75157 7922 52411 114845 167256 31.34
2005 10671 46951 3875 26209 73591 8660 61496 108459 169955 36.18
2010 12558 52215 4607 22021 70873 9148 69379 102042 171421 40.47
2015 15240 56418 5943 18906 65485 10367 77601 94758 172359 45.02
2020 15718 61908 7823 17050 57188 12430 85449 86669 172118 49.65
2025 15587 66932 9599 15586 48828 13763 92117 78178 170295 54.09
2030 15718 69908 12424 13290 40062 15832 98051 69184 167235 58.63
South
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 12343 48805 3344 21261 39563 4625 64493 65449 129942 49.63
2005 13684 63454 4025 20168 41717 4787 81163 66672 147835 54.90
2010 15982 77707 4718 17561 45207 4965 98407 67733 166140 59.23
2015 19965 91464 5982 15956 46359 5431 117411 67746 185157 63.41
2020 22508 107918 8058 15822 43316 6678 138484 65815 204299 67.78
2025 24445 125115 10618 15860 38919 7924 160178 62703 222881 71.87
2030 26831 141646 14844 14642 33779 9260 183321 57681 241002 76.07
Southwest
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 12129 46593 4070 55029 113271 12323 62792 180623 243414 25.80
2005 14149 55220 5086 49710 108319 13560 74455 171589 246043 30.26
2010 17356 61258 6142 42223 105112 15153 84756 162488 247244 34.28
2015 20667 67769 7583 33968 100749 16845 96019 151562 247581 38.78
2020 21551 75829 9823 30823 88447 19970 107203 139240 246443 43.50
2025 21534 83856 11422 28332 77375 20485 116812 126192 243004 48.07
2030 22015 88906 14345 24403 65464 22280 125266 112147 237413 52.76
Plateau
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 424 1546 87 2041 3457 255 2058 5752 7810 26.35
2005 525 1879 136 2013 3477 306 2541 5796 8337 30.48
2010 678 2175 176 1834 3626 358 3029 5818 8847 34.24
2015 862 2525 214 1622 3744 408 3602 5775 9376 38.41
2020 957 3002 269 1590 3592 469 4227 5652 9879 42.79
2025 1016 3514 328 1558 3390 512 4859 5460 10319 47.09
2030 1111 3969 454 1434 3130 609 5534 5173 10707 51.69
Northwest
Urban Rural Urban Rural Region Urban
Year 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
2000 7012 26375 1811 23390 48523 4017 35198 75930 111128 31.67
2005 7685 31822 2620 20611 49213 4827 42128 74651 116779 36.07
2010 9147 36374 3271 17245 50191 5570 48792 73006 121798 40.06
2015 11210 40976 4030 15077 48805 6569 56216 70450 126666 44.38
2020 11972 46800 5179 14218 44580 8075 63951 66873 130824 48.88
2025 12303 52481 6493 13523 39792 9243 71277 62558 133835 53.26
2030 12902 57250 8487 12027 34768 10558 78639 57353 135992 57.83
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5. DISCUSSION
Earlier sections in this report raise and discuss potential imprecision and errors of the regional
population projections. The sources of imprecision can be classified into three main
categories: general projection errors, data sources, and procedures.
The multi-state population projection method adopted by Cao to produce the national-level
projections is a widely accepted and used method in demography. It requires that assumptions
underlying the projections are clearly specified, thereby making their implications clear and
the results transparent. Yet this does not eliminate the risk of usual projection errors.
Demographic behavior and relationships observed in the past and incorporated in the
projection model as parameters can change in the future, sometimes surprisingly. One
possible sources of surprise in the case of China could be a major fertility revival if prevailing
demographic policies or their enforcement relax before incomes in China reach the level at
which the low-fertility effects of affluence observed in most developed countries become
dominant. The period of over two decades of strict population policies has certainly produced
a durable impact on the social culture and attitudes towards fertility that makes the return to
high-fertility levels rather unlikely. Nevertheless, the only remedy to this problem is to
develop a set of assumptions that covers a sufficiently broad range and thus produces a wide
but plausible range of projections. Cao’s national-level assumptions attempt to fulfill this
principle, but the span of projections in terms of total population in 2020 or 2030 is still
relatively narrow.
The regional disaggregation procedure draws on additional information in order to reduce the
magnitude of possible errors. Provincial birth rate projections (based on long-term historical
trends) are used to account for differences in fertility patterns. Provincial death rate
projections (also based on historical data) are applied to observe the effect of varying life
expectancy across the provinces. Provincial urbanization rate projections (based on rigorous
statistical analysis of past trends) are adopted to incorporate the differences in rates and levels
of urbanization. Finally, historically observed patterns of interprovincial migration are also
reflected in the disaggregation model.
The combination of multi-state demographic projection method with the 2000 census data for
preparing the national-level projections by Cao (2003), and the additional information on
provincial birth rates, death rates, and urbanization rates incorporated in the disaggregation
model also based on the 2000 census provide detailed long-term province-level demographic
scenarios that might be useful for regional studies of the Chinese economy and society.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: POTENTIAL USES OF THE REGIONAL
PROJECTIONS
As indicated in earlier sections of this report, the demographic parameters driving the multi-
state national projections (Cao, 2003) are not tied to specific assumptions about overall
economic development. Instead, they are based on observations of historical patterns of
demographic processes and extended into the future by assuming continuing trends without
significant disruptions. These assumptions are perfectly sensible from the demographer’s
perspective and the resulting scenarios cover a reasonably broad range of possible population
futures. However, the use of the population projections in socioeconomic studies requires the
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harmonization of the assumptions behind the different development scenarios and the
population scenarios. Recent population-development relationships in China and lessons from
such studies in other countries might provide the clues for linking selected population
projections to specific development scenarios. The key issues to consider are the following:
what rates and patterns of economic growth are most compatible with the high or low fertility
scenarios and migration rates, slow or fast convergence of fertility patterns across rural-urban
groups and different education categories.
The use of regional population projections in development studies makes the careful coupling
of national-scale demographic scenarios and macroeconomic projections even more
important. Here again, past observations and common sense can be helpful in making the
relevant linkages. High rates of economic development are likely to require more labor and
provide greater employment opportunities in the industrial and service sectors, hence such
socioeconomic scenarios are more likely to be consistent with demographic scenarios
incorporating with fast urbanization and high rates of rural-urban migration.
A possible practical approach to using the population scenarios presented here is to select the
most relevant assumptions for a particular application and take the corresponding regional
population projection as the baseline. Subsequently, one can make additional changes to the
baseline population projection on the basis of the internal dynamics of the particular
socioeconomic scenario or model run. This could be taken to the point where the emerging
population story is a mixture of an external demographic scenario and a semi-endogenized
feed-back process. Typically, inter-
provincial migration flows could be generated on the basis of the emerging regional
dynamics of a relevant multi-regional economic model. These migration flows could then be
superimposed on the underlying population projection to keep track of the relevant changes
in dependency ratios, labor force availability, etc.
There is no categorically proper way to produce long-term regional population projections.
The procedure developed in this study and the results presented in this report are
characterized by limitations arising from the restricted amount of information available in the
main data sources. Yet results of any projection are driven by the underlying assumptions. By
making these assumptions transparent and by openly discussing possible sources of errors in
this report, users of these regional projections can make their own judgments regarding the
uncertainties involved and the implications for the studies in which the projections will be
used. We believe that the assumptions we used to produce these regional projections are
sufficiently reasonable and defendable. Accordingly, the numbers computed under the
different scenarios can serve as useful input to studies of regional socioeconomic
development in China looking at the next few decades.
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APPENDIX
This Appendix presents detailed results of the regional projections for the 31 provinces and
for the 8 LUC-regions:
• the initial conditions for all five scenarios for the year 2000;
• results of the regional projections for the five scenarios for the years 2015 and 2030;
• the underlying assumptions for the five scenarios are also listed.
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Initial conditions for all five scenarios for the year 2000 (1000 people)
Note: Data in this table are based on the harmonization of Cao’s (2003) national level initial
starting values with the year 2000 census data (see Section 2 for explanation)
YEAR:2000
Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Prov/Reg 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 1252 8336 882 660 2214 254 10470 3128 13598 77.00
Tianjin 993 5457 605 751 1894 217 7055 2863 9917 71.13
Hebei 3318 13139 1016 13606 33720 3635 17473 50961 68434 25.53
Shanxi 2541 8228 606 6887 13876 1431 11375 22194 33570 33.89
Inner-
Mongolia
1941 7474 494 3483 9643 782 9909 13907 23816 41.61
Liaoning 3523 17512 1817 4484 13621 1451 22852 19556 42408 53.89
Jilin 2210 10217 818 3225 9905 789 13245 13919 27164 48.76
Heilongjiang 3149 14307 1124 4211 13095 877 18580 18183 36763 50.54
Shanghai 1755 11033 1630 292 1438 239 14418 1969 16387 87.99
Jiangsu 5277 23123 2309 10269 29126 4084 30709 43480 74189 41.39
Zhejiang 3592 17059 1595 5563 16478 2465 22246 24506 46752 47.58
Anhui 3336 11303 1049 13525 28223 3385 15688 45133 60821 25.79
Fujian 2668 10728 840 5879 13286 1417 14236 20582 34818 40.89
Jiangxi 2365 8133 631 9523 19393 1876 11130 30791 41921 26.55
Shandong 6389 25508 2258 14016 38405 4975 34156 57396 91552 37.31
Henan 4588 15447 1245 21771 45813 5164 21279 72749 94028 22.63
Hubei 4669 17938 1363 9961 24187 2424 23970 36572 60542 39.59
Hunan 3226 13027 1058 12283 31578 3622 17312 47482 64794 26.72
Guangdong 8954 35905 2338 13789 23471 2870 47197 40130 87327 54.05
Guangxi 2583 8949 757 10352 20261 2410 12289 33023 45312 27.12
Hainan 722 2171 166 1593 2806 338 3059 4737 7796 39.24
Chongqing 1696 7572 777 5908 13864 1645 10045 21417 31462 31.93
Sichuan 3916 16767 1517 17357 40932 4648 22200 62938 85137 26.08
Guizhou 2015 5917 471 10430 16682 1612 8404 28724 37128 22.63
Yunnan 1919 7387 548 10981 21532 2008 9854 34520 44374 22.21
Tibet 108 382 16 862 1301 107 506 2270 2776 18.22
Shaanxi 2234 8420 658 7513 15980 1499 11312 24993 36305 31.16
Gansu 1167 4523 298 6561 12558 1000 5989 20119 26107 22.94
Qinghai 316 1164 71 1179 2156 147 1552 3482 5034 30.82
Ningxia 378 1311 82 1420 2385 162 1771 3967 5738 30.87
Xinjiang 1291 4646 279 4414 7957 574 6217 12945 19161 32.44
Total 31prov 84091 343087 29319 232747 527780 58109 456498 818636 1275134 35.80
North 19080 76116 6613 57691 135922 15677 101809 209291 311100 32.73
Northeast 8882 42036 3759 11920 36621 3117 54676 51658 106334 51.42
East 13960 62519 6583 29648 75266 10173 83062 115087 198149 41.92
Central 10260 39098 3052 31767 75157 7922 52411 114845 167256 31.34
South 12343 48805 3344 21261 39563 4625 64493 65449 129942 49.63
Southwest 12129 46593 4070 55029 113271 12323 62792 180623 243414 25.80
Plateau 424 1546 87 2041 3457 255 2058 5752 7810 26.35
Northwest 7012 26375 1811 23390 48523 4017 35198 75930 111128 31.67
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Central – C scenario
Assumptions
Rural Urban
Life Expectancy Life Expectancy
Year Males Females Year Males Females
2000-2005 67.89 71 2000-2005 71.57 75.58
2005-2010 68.82 71.93 2005-2010 72.34 76.28
2010-2015 69.73 72.83 2010-2015 73.1 76.96
2015-2020 70.63 73.72 2015-2020 73.85 77.63
2020-2025 71.52 74.59 2020-2025 74.59 78.29
2025-2030 72.39 75.44 2025-2030 75.32 78.93
Total Fertility Rate Total Fertility Rate
Year TFR Year TFR
2000-2005 1.98 2000-2005 1.58
2005-2010 1.98 2005-2010 1.58
2010-2015 1.98 2010-2015 1.58
2015-2020 1.98 2015-2020 1.58
2020-2025 1.98 2020-2025 1.58
2025-2030 1.98 2025-2030 1.58
Net Migration Net Migration
Year Males Females Year Males Females
2000-2005 -34159431 -29098561 2000-2005 34159431 29098561
2005-2010 -18787687 -16004209 2005-2010 18787687 16004209
2010-2015 -21605840 -18404840 2010-2015 21605840 18404840
2015-2020 -24846716 -21165566 2015-2020 24846716 21165566
2020-2025 -27331388 -23282122 2020-2025 27331388 23282122
2025-2030 -28697957 -24446229 2025-2030 28697957 24446229
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Projections  (1000 people)
CENTRAL PROJECTION
YEAR:2015
Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Prov/Reg 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 1848 12198 1385 451 1874 322 15431 2646 18077 85.36
Tianjin 1203 6659 937 558 1672 267 8798 2497 11295 77.90
Hebei 5174 20064 2159 8343 33370 4994 27396 46706 74103 36.97
Shanxi 3410 12484 1211 4635 14979 1960 17104 21573 38678 44.22
Inner-
Mongolia
2580 9744 1032 2590 8932 1210 13356 12732 26088 51.20
Liaoning 3811 20107 2856 3139 11633 1987 26774 16758 43532 61.50
Jilin 2664 12723 1566 2167 9035 1268 16954 12471 29424 57.62
Heilongjiang 3522 15971 2179 2860 10836 1574 21672 15270 36942 58.67
Shanghai 2526 15525 2023 77 659 218 20074 954 21028 95.46
Jiangsu 6611 30448 3866 6065 26123 4994 40926 37181 78107 52.40
Zhejiang 4402 23153 2534 3808 15391 2796 30089 21995 52084 57.77
Anhui 4786 15645 1845 7803 25868 4378 22275 38049 60323 36.93
Fujian 3538 15601 1373 3964 14199 1672 20511 19836 40347 50.84
Jiangxi 3661 11647 1178 6362 19196 2460 16486 28018 44504 37.04
Shandong 8337 35500 4053 8493 35214 6211 47890 49918 97809 48.96
Henan 6892 24107 2496 12266 44982 6669 33495 63917 97413 34.38
Hubei 6174 24259 2627 6109 22988 3397 33061 32493 65554 50.43
Hunan 4633 17727 2085 7378 28338 4747 24445 40463 64908 37.66
Guangdong 13738 62992 4135 11153 30960 3382 80865 45496 126361 64.00
Guangxi 3727 12594 1331 6296 19246 2930 17651 28472 46123 38.27
Hainan 1001 3439 290 1109 3228 368 4731 4705 9436 50.14
Chongqing 2195 10170 1343 3392 13462 2462 13709 19316 33024 41.51
Sichuan 6233 21233 2863 10963 36034 6748 30329 53746 84075 36.07
Guizhou 3381 8673 917 6909 17075 2423 12972 26408 39379 32.94
Yunnan 4046 11994 1059 8072 23331 2697 17099 34100 51199 33.40
Tibet 285 687 42 776 1600 162 1015 2539 3554 28.56
Shaanxi 3015 11400 1321 4411 15574 2311 15737 22297 38034 41.38
Gansu 2009 7131 750 3989 13902 1864 9889 19755 29644 33.36
Qinghai 519 1654 170 897 2367 253 2342 3517 5859 39.98
Ningxia 612 2151 193 1039 2967 290 2956 4296 7252 40.76
Xinjiang 2309 7776 686 3567 10180 1006 10771 14753 25524 42.20
Total 31prov 118842 485458 52503 149639 515216 78020 656803 742875 1399678 46.93
North 26864 111012 12240 34744 132092 20423 150115 187259 337374 44.50
Northeast 9997 48802 6601 8166 31503 4829 65400 44498 109898 59.51
East 18325 84771 10267 17753 68040 12385 113363 98179 211541 53.59
Central 14468 53634 5891 19849 70522 10604 73992 100974 174966 42.29
South 18277 82032 5798 16227 48388 5422 106107 70036 176144 60.24
Southwest 19582 64665 7513 35632 109149 17260 91759 162041 253800 36.15
Plateau 804 2341 212 1672 3967 416 3357 6055 9413 35.67




Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Prov/Reg 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 2025 15122 3085 467 825 539 20231 1831 22062 91.70
Tianjin 1193 7095 1965 507 980 429 10253 1916 12170 84.25
Hebei 5186 26693 4708 6774 24043 8653 36587 39469 76057 48.11
Shanxi 3556 16685 2816 4020 11641 3405 23057 19066 42123 54.74
Inner-
Mongolia
2456 11379 2400 2125 6125 2325 16234 10575 26809 60.56
Liaoning 3484 19294 6208 2524 7031 3424 28986 12979 41965 69.07
Jilin 2489 13702 3553 1777 5916 2445 19744 10138 29882 66.07
Heilongjiang 2950 14780 4841 2111 6394 3060 22572 11565 34137 66.12
Shanghai 2690 17671 4175 129 87 186 24537 403 24939 98.39
Jiangsu 6247 35347 7630 4931 17138 7199 49224 29267 78492 62.71
Zhejiang 4415 27394 5681 3322 10418 4413 37490 18154 55644 67.38
Anhui 4478 18887 3477 5907 17739 5799 26842 29446 56287 47.69
Fujian 3539 20179 3167 3357 11012 2986 26885 17355 44240 60.77
Jiangxi 3513 15204 2495 4926 14278 4043 21211 23247 44458 47.71
Shandong 8161 42535 8549 7121 23524 9954 59245 40599 99844 59.34
Henan 6748 31734 5227 9560 31947 10496 43709 52003 95712 45.67
Hubei 5760 28947 5655 4897 15909 5595 40363 26401 66764 60.46
Hunan 4243 20921 4237 5501 19163 7050 29400 31714 61115 48.11
Guangdong 16589 93102 10374 11825 28273 5814 120065 45912 165977 72.34
Guangxi 3359 15552 2693 4583 13702 4106 21605 22391 43996 49.11
Hainan 1025 4801 669 974 2714 617 6495 4304 10799 60.14
Chongqing 2239 12353 2605 2817 9910 3237 17198 15964 33161 51.86
Sichuan 5648 25236 5205 7983 24484 8946 36089 41413 77502 46.56
Guizhou 3373 12393 1681 5447 13272 3111 17447 21830 39276 44.42
Yunnan 4453 18553 2194 6976 19549 4234 25200 30760 55959 45.03
Tibet 377 1235 115 779 1598 246 1727 2623 4350 39.71
Shaanxi 2779 13780 2644 3359 10829 3777 19203 17965 37168 51.67
Gansu 2182 10352 1506 3436 11405 2768 14039 17609 31648 44.36
Qinghai 548 2290 335 770 2047 391 3173 3207 6380 49.73
Ningxia 688 3242 423 947 2715 507 4354 4169 8523 51.08
Xinjiang 2668 12232 1415 3394 9813 1636 16316 14843 31159 52.36
Total 31prov 119059 608692 111730 123247 374480 121391 839481 619118 1458599 57.55
North 26869 139864 26350 28449 92960 33475 193083 154884 347967 55.49
Northeast 8923 47777 14602 6412 19341 8929 71301 34682 105984 67.28
East 17830 99299 20963 14289 45383 17597 138093 77269 215362 64.12
Central 13516 65072 12387 15324 49349 16689 90975 81362 172337 52.79
South 21153 118083 14210 16155 41999 9417 153445 67571 221016 69.43
Southwest 19072 84088 14378 27807 80917 23633 117537 132358 249895 47.03
Plateau 924 3525 451 1549 3644 637 4900 5830 10730 45.67
Northwest 10773 50985 8389 13261 40886 11014 70147 65161 135308 51.84
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Low – L1 scenario
Assumptions
Rural Urban
Life Expectancy Life Expectancy
Year Males Females Year Males Females
2000-2005 67.89 71 2000-2005 71.57 75.58
2005-2010 68.82 71.93 2005-2010 72.51 76.41
2010-2015 69.73 72.83 2010-2015 73.44 77.22
2015-2020 70.63 73.72 2015-2020 74.36 78.02
2020-2025 71.52 74.59 2020-2025 75.26 78.79
2025-2030 72.39 75.44 2025-2030 76.14 79.54
Total Fertility Rate Total Fertility Rate
Year TFR Year TFR
2000-2005 1.98 2000-2005 1.58
2005-2010 1.95 2005-2010 1.42
2010-2015 1.91 2010-2015 1.42
2015-2020 1.88 2015-2020 1.42
2020-2025 1.85 2020-2025 1.42
2025-2030 1.85 2025-2030 1.42
Net Migration Net Migration
Year Males Females Year Males Females
2000-2005 -34159431 -29098561 2000-2005 34159431 29098561
2005-2010 -11955801 -10184496 2005-2010 11955801 10184496
2010-2015 -17335911 -14767520 2010-2015 17335911 14767520
2015-2020 -25137071 -21412904 2015-2020 25137071 21412904
2020-2025 -23880218 -20342258 2020-2025 23880218 20342258
2025-2030 -22686207 -19325145 2025-2030 22686207 19325145
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Projections  (1000 people)
LOW POP -- LOW MIG PROJECTION (L1)
YEAR:2015
Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Prov/Reg 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 1612 10990 1351 458 1876 317 13953 2651 16604 84.04
Tianjin 1091 6322 929 564 1709 267 8342 2540 10882 76.66
Hebei 4680 19305 2152 8346 34230 5024 26137 47600 73737 35.45
Shanxi 3092 12025 1207 4631 15324 1968 16324 21923 38247 42.68
Inner-
Mongolia
2385 9625 1035 2627 9287 1222 13044 13136 26180 49.82
Liaoning 3522 19814 2858 3186 12054 2002 26194 17241 43435 60.31
Jilin 2451 12411 1564 2192 9279 1276 16426 12747 29173 56.30
Heilongjiang 3320 16240 2198 2960 11549 1599 21758 16108 37866 57.46
Shanghai 2203 13950 1974 120 673 217 18127 1010 19137 94.72
Jiangsu 6025 29348 3850 6109 26673 5013 39223 37796 77019 50.93
Zhejiang 3981 22043 2514 3797 15528 2795 28539 22121 50659 56.33
Anhui 4421 15780 1858 7986 27677 4451 22059 40114 62174 35.48
Fujian 3207 14935 1363 3947 14389 1673 19505 20008 39513 49.36
Jiangxi 3353 11548 1185 6436 20204 2495 16086 29135 45221 35.57
Shandong 7609 34417 4041 8576 36170 6246 46067 50992 97059 47.46
Henan 6288 23708 2502 12427 47250 6755 32498 66431 98929 32.85
Hubei 5666 23630 2624 6175 23722 3420 31920 33316 65236 48.93
Hunan 4254 17551 2091 7481 29724 4803 23896 42008 65904 36.26
Guangdong 12057 57009 3996 10817 30069 3294 73063 44180 117243 62.32
Guangxi 3440 12664 1342 6428 20602 2981 17445 30012 47457 36.76
Hainan 911 3296 288 1108 3293 369 4495 4770 9265 48.52
Chongqing 1988 9843 1339 3393 13794 2476 13170 19664 32834 40.11
Sichuan 5746 21452 2878 11185 38352 6849 30076 56386 86463 34.79
Guizhou 3103 8739 926 7021 18309 2469 12767 27800 40567 31.47
Yunnan 3621 11447 1054 8032 23867 2711 16122 34610 50731 31.78
Tibet 252 652 42 766 1635 163 946 2565 3511 26.95
Shaanxi 2768 11227 1324 4456 16252 2336 15319 23044 38363 39.93
Gansu 1807 6833 747 3971 14243 1875 9387 20089 29476 31.84
Qinghai 471 1611 170 897 2447 256 2252 3600 5852 38.48
Ningxia 548 2039 192 1028 3003 290 2779 4320 7099 39.14
Xinjiang 2046 7187 674 3478 10017 996 9906 14491 24397 40.60
Total 31prov 107917 467639 52268 150598 533201 78609 627824 762408 1390232 45.16
North 24372 106768 12181 35001 136559 20577 143321 192137 335458 42.72
Northeast 9293 48465 6620 8338 32882 4877 64378 46096 110474 58.27
East 16630 81121 10197 18012 70552 12476 107948 101041 208988 51.65
Central 13273 52729 5900 20092 73649 10719 71901 104460 176361 40.77
South 16175 75240 5648 15873 47750 5336 97063 68959 166022 58.46
Southwest 17897 64144 7540 36059 114924 17488 89581 168471 258052 34.71
Plateau 724 2263 212 1663 4082 419 3198 6164 9362 34.16




Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Prov/Reg 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 1555 12532 2981 481 902 524 17068 1908 18976 89.95
Tianjin 981 6332 1951 511 1079 428 9265 2018 11283 82.12
Hebei 4412 24934 4748 6658 25526 8750 34094 40934 75028 45.44
Shanxi 3008 15491 2829 3934 12312 3433 21327 19680 41007 52.01
Inner-
Mongolia
2142 11062 2431 2158 6738 2364 15635 11260 26895 58.13
Liaoning 3019 18588 6265 2568 7749 3468 27872 13785 41657 66.91
Jilin 2132 12945 3575 1791 6366 2469 18652 10626 29278 63.71
Heilongjiang 2687 15459 4952 2258 7486 3141 23099 12885 35983 64.19
Shanghai 2075 14489 4034 196 126 182 20598 504 21102 97.61
Jiangsu 5278 32746 7655 4907 18200 7246 45680 30353 76032 60.08
Zhejiang 3656 24718 5656 3238 10847 4411 34030 18496 52526 64.79
Anhui 4046 19537 3593 6171 20579 6008 27176 32758 59934 45.34
Fujian 2958 18505 3160 3262 11456 2989 24623 17707 42330 58.17
Jiangxi 3094 15031 2555 4994 15935 4153 20680 25081 45761 45.19
Shandong 6952 39981 8603 7124 25224 10056 55536 42403 97940 56.70
Henan 5926 31211 5343 9704 35581 10758 42479 56042 98521 43.12
Hubei 4946 27451 5702 4920 17187 5662 38100 27769 65868 57.84
Hunan 3743 20758 4324 5604 21339 7215 28824 34158 62982 45.77
Guangdong 12914 78438 9896 10874 27921 5580 101248 44374 145622 69.53
Guangxi 3024 15925 2782 4764 15877 4255 21732 24896 46628 46.61
Hainan 860 4420 668 952 2857 619 5949 4428 10376 57.33
Chongqing 1904 11582 2628 2769 10496 3271 16113 16536 32650 49.35
Sichuan 5084 26064 5367 8287 28198 9233 36515 45718 82233 44.40
Guizhou 3027 12620 1751 5609 15325 3244 17398 24177 41575 41.85
Yunnan 3746 17093 2206 6760 20554 4277 23045 31591 54637 42.18
Tibet 314 1125 116 743 1666 248 1555 2657 4212 36.92
Shaanxi 2429 13435 2689 3387 11930 3852 18552 19169 37721 49.18
Gansu 1849 9615 1519 3343 12014 2800 12982 18158 31140 41.69
Qinghai 469 2170 340 757 2193 397 2979 3347 6326 47.09
Ningxia 571 2937 422 905 2802 508 3930 4214 8144 48.26
Xinjiang 2147 10617 1382 3141 9684 1605 14146 14430 28577 49.50
Total 31prov 100946 567813 112123 122769 406148 123145 780882 652062 1432943 54.49
North 22834 130481 26455 28412 100624 33948 179769 162984 342754 52.45
Northeast 7838 46992 14792 6617 21600 9078 69622 37296 106918 65.12
East 15055 91491 20939 14511 49752 17846 127484 82110 209594 60.82
Central 11782 63240 12581 15517 54460 17030 87604 87008 174611 50.17
South 16733 101363 13724 15087 42234 9187 131820 66508 198328 66.47
Southwest 16785 83284 14734 28189 90451 24279 114803 142919 257723 44.55
Plateau 783 3295 456 1500 3858 646 4534 6004 10539 43.03
Northwest 9137 47667 8442 12935 43168 11130 65245 67232 132477 49.25
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Low – L2 scenario
Assumptions
Rural Urban
Life Expectancy Life Expectancy
Year Males Females Year Males Females
2000-2005 67.89 71 2000-2005 71.57 75.58
2005-2010 68.82 71.93 2005-2010 72.51 76.41
2010-2015 69.73 72.83 2010-2015 73.44 77.22
2015-2020 70.63 73.72 2015-2020 74.36 78.02
2020-2025 71.52 74.59 2020-2025 75.26 78.79
2025-2030 72.39 75.44 2025-2030 76.14 79.54
Total Fertility Rate Total Fertility Rate
Year TFR Year TFR
2000-2005 1.98 2000-2005 1.58
2005-2010 1.95 2005-2010 1.42
2010-2015 1.91 2010-2015 1.42
2015-2020 1.88 2015-2020 1.42
2020-2025 1.85 2020-2025 1.42
2025-2030 1.85 2025-2030 1.42
Net Migration Net Migration
Year Males Females Year Males Females
2000-2005 -34159431 -29098561 2000-2005 34159431 29098561
2005-2010 -32109865 -27352647 2005-2010 32109865 27352647
2010-2015 -32109865 -27352647 2010-2015 32109865 27352647
2015-2020 -32109865 -27352647 2015-2020 32109865 27352647
2020-2025 -32109865 -27352647 2020-2025 32109865 27352647
2025-2030 -32109865 -27352647 2025-2030 32109865 27352647
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Projection  (1000 people)
LOW POP -- HIGH MIG PROJECTION (L2)
YEAR:2015
Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Prov/Reg 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 1944 13576 1440 419 1709 314 16961 2442 19403 87.41
Tianjin 1212 7128 959 519 1508 259 9299 2286 11585 80.27
Hebei 5131 22016 2241 7812 31341 4930 29387 44083 73471 40.00
Shanxi 3383 13558 1249 4343 14030 1935 18191 20308 38499 47.25
Inner-
Mongolia
2527 10215 1053 2391 8232 1188 13795 11811 25606 53.87
Liaoning 3746 20963 2909 2900 10666 1944 27618 15509 43127 64.04
Jilin 2632 13453 1600 2011 8384 1245 17685 11640 29325 60.31
Heilongjiang 3391 16118 2201 2589 9721 1528 21710 13837 35547 61.07
Shanghai 2665 17207 2101 34 546 203 21973 783 22756 96.56
Jiangsu 6571 32788 3982 5665 24360 4925 43340 34950 78290 55.36
Zhejiang 4419 25103 2613 3592 14430 2768 32135 20791 52926 60.72
Anhui 4628 16305 1896 7125 23281 4276 22830 34681 57511 39.70
Fujian 3522 16921 1414 3744 13368 1657 21858 18769 40627 53.80
Jiangxi 3577 12361 1208 5875 17588 2408 17147 25871 43018 39.86
Shandong 8246 38123 4178 7907 32753 6122 50546 46782 97329 51.93
Henan 6746 25972 2585 11326 41280 6541 35302 59148 94450 37.38
Hubei 6088 25904 2696 5672 21259 3343 34688 30274 64962 53.40
Hunan 4526 18801 2150 6809 26076 4660 25478 37545 63022 40.43
Guangdong 14177 71603 4362 10798 29259 3425 90142 43481 133624 67.46
Guangxi 3613 13167 1364 5765 17260 2859 18144 25885 44029 41.21
Hainan 996 3743 299 1041 3006 364 5037 4411 9448 53.32
Chongqing 2179 10994 1388 3178 12644 2429 14561 18251 32812 44.38
Sichuan 6046 22015 2946 10044 32743 6603 31007 49391 80397 38.57
Guizhou 3282 9100 941 6337 15361 2363 13322 24060 37382 35.64
Yunnan 4027 13363 1102 7579 21989 2666 18492 32234 50726 36.45
Tibet 285 776 44 730 1513 161 1105 2404 3509 31.50
Shaanxi 2955 12125 1356 4086 14358 2270 16436 20714 37150 44.24
Gansu 1996 7894 778 3744 13104 1842 10669 18689 29358 36.34
Qinghai 512 1781 174 837 2202 249 2467 3288 5756 42.87
Ningxia 612 2388 200 982 2808 287 3201 4077 7278 43.98
Xinjiang 2342 8827 716 3419 9887 1008 11885 14314 26199 45.36
Total 31prov 117975 524290 54145 139272 476667 76773 696411 692712 1389123 50.13
North 26662 120373 12652 32326 122621 20102 159687 175049 334736 47.71
Northeast 9768 50535 6710 7500 28770 4716 67013 40986 108000 62.05
East 18284 91403 10592 16416 62618 12172 120278 91206 211484 56.87
Central 14192 57066 6054 18356 64923 10411 77312 93690 171003 45.21
South 18695 92267 6075 15583 45632 5446 117037 66661 183699 63.71
Southwest 19146 68639 7740 32903 99997 16920 95525 149821 245346 38.93
Plateau 797 2558 218 1567 3716 410 3573 5692 9265 38.56




Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Prov/Reg 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 2348 17886 3310 226 441 498 23545 1165 24710 95.29
Tianjin 1286 8001 2059 341 623 397 11347 1361 12708 89.29
Hebei 5342 29681 5028 5415 20385 8469 40051 34268 74319 53.89
Shanxi 3675 18517 2974 3189 9753 3326 25166 16268 41435 60.74
Inner-
Mongolia
2460 11928 2498 1583 4907 2247 16886 8737 25623 65.90
Liaoning 3539 20423 6440 1852 5418 3278 30403 10549 40951 74.24
Jilin 2559 14836 3708 1316 4761 2362 21103 8439 29542 71.44
Heilongjiang 2814 14166 4961 1450 4782 2903 21942 9135 31077 70.60
Shanghai 2949 20697 4479 3 65 115 28125 183 28308 99.35
Jiangsu 6513 39237 8050 3755 13946 7010 53799 24710 78510 68.53
Zhejiang 4713 31117 6007 2575 8398 4314 41838 15287 57125 73.24
Anhui 4261 18499 3612 4367 13722 5533 26372 23622 49994 52.75
Fujian 3712 22664 3350 2668 9246 2926 29726 14840 44566 66.70
Jiangxi 3452 15743 2608 3784 11533 3892 21802 19209 41011 53.16
Shandong 8393 46543 9024 5444 19206 9698 63960 34348 98308 65.06
Henan 6668 33314 5531 7367 25880 10140 45513 43387 88900 51.20
Hubei 5877 31321 5931 3699 12908 5427 43129 22035 65164 66.19
Hunan 4183 21660 4454 4209 15575 6812 30297 26597 56894 53.25
Guangdong 18659 112043 11346 9589 22639 5853 142048 38081 180129 78.86
Guangxi 3211 15456 2788 3413 10521 3912 21455 17846 39300 54.59
Hainan 1065 5352 705 764 2249 603 7123 3616 10739 66.33
Chongqing 2313 13662 2753 2252 8406 3155 18727 13813 32540 57.55
Sichuan 5410 24723 5431 5972 19216 8576 35564 33764 69328 51.30
Guizhou 3217 12321 1736 4104 10296 2954 17274 17354 34628 49.88
Yunnan 4601 20864 2348 5669 16829 4149 27813 26646 54460 51.07
Tibet 389 1400 123 644 1393 242 1912 2278 4190 45.63
Shaanxi 2773 14538 2772 2588 8794 3658 20083 15041 35123 57.18
Gansu 2250 11600 1605 2792 9855 2711 15455 15358 30813 50.16
Qinghai 555 2483 351 612 1724 379 3388 2714 6103 55.52
Ningxia 724 3704 450 778 2352 499 4878 3628 8506 57.35
Xinjiang 2899 14508 1533 2867 8865 1642 18940 13374 32314 58.61
Total 31prov 122812 668888 117965 95285 304689 117679 909665 517653 1427317 63.73
North 27712 153944 27926 21981 76288 32528 209582 130798 340379 61.57
Northeast 8913 49425 15110 4618 14962 8543 73448 28122 101570 72.31
East 18436 109550 22148 10699 36130 16972 150134 63802 213937 70.18
Central 13513 68723 12992 11693 40016 16132 95228 67841 163069 58.40
South 23437 140059 15401 13021 34134 9382 178897 56537 235434 75.99
Southwest 18752 87026 15056 21409 65268 22746 120833 109423 230256 52.48
Plateau 944 3883 474 1255 3117 620 5301 4993 10293 51.50
Northwest 11106 56278 8858 10608 34772 10757 76242 56137 132379 57.59
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High – H1 scenario
Assumptions
Rural Urban
Life Expectancy Life Expectancy
Year Males Females Year Males Females
2000-2005 67.89 71 2000-2005 71.57 75.58
2005-2010 68.69 71.8 2005-2010 72.16 76.12
2010-2015 69.48 72.59 2010-2015 72.76 76.65
2015-2020 70.26 73.36 2015-2020 73.34 77.18
2020-2025 71.03 74.12 2020-2025 73.93 77.7
2025-2030 71.79 74.87 2025-2030 74.5 78.21
Total Fertility Rate Total Fertility Rate
Year TFR Year TFR
2000-2005 1.98 2000-2005 1.58
2005-2010 1.98 2005-2010 1.58
2010-2015 2 2010-2015 1.64
2015-2020 2.09 2015-2020 1.64
2020-2025 2.11 2020-2025 1.64
2025-2030 2.11 2025-2030 1.64
Net Migration Net Migration
Year Males Females Year Males Females
2000-2005 -34159431 -29098561 2000-2005 34159431 29098561
2005-2010 -11955801 -10184496 2005-2010 11955801 10184496
2010-2015 -16738121 -14258295 2010-2015 16738121 14258295
2015-2020 -23433370 -19961613 2015-2020 23433370 19961613
2020-2025 -23902037 -20360845 2020-2025 23902037 20360845
2025-2030 -24380078 -20768062 2025-2030 24380078 20768062
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Projections  (1000 people)
HIGH POP -- LOW MIG PROJECTION (H1)
YEAR:2015
Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Prov/Reg 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 1710 10971 1334 448 1887 317 14015 2652 16667 84.09
Tianjin 1164 6310 918 567 1715 267 8391 2549 10940 76.70
Hebei 5093 19232 2115 8535 34266 4994 26441 47795 74236 35.62
Shanxi 3352 11987 1188 4732 15344 1957 16527 22034 38561 42.86
Inner-
Mongolia
2568 9600 1020 2677 9299 1216 13187 13192 26379 49.99
Liaoning 3779 19769 2820 3238 12073 1995 26368 17306 43674 60.37
Jilin 2629 12382 1543 2226 9293 1270 16554 12790 29344 56.42
Heilongjiang 3562 16202 2169 3009 11565 1594 21934 16167 38101 57.57
Shanghai 2323 13933 1951 99 680 219 18206 998 19203 94.80
Jiangsu 6488 29269 3794 6199 26712 4987 39551 37898 77449 51.07
Zhejiang 4278 21991 2479 3853 15554 2780 28747 22187 50935 56.44
Anhui 4821 15720 1825 8172 27708 4424 22367 40305 62672 35.69
Fujian 3459 14897 1344 4023 14408 1663 19700 20093 39793 49.51
Jiangxi 3654 11505 1166 6595 20226 2480 16325 29301 45626 35.78
Shandong 8218 34319 3980 8714 36218 6212 46516 51144 97660 47.63
Henan 6871 23610 2456 12719 47301 6714 32937 66734 99671 33.05
Hubei 6105 23564 2587 6282 23755 3402 32256 33439 65695 49.10
Hunan 4625 17488 2056 7653 29753 4774 24169 42180 66349 36.43
Guangdong 12962 56883 3943 10966 30148 3279 73788 44393 118181 62.44
Guangxi 3748 12617 1319 6580 20628 2963 17684 30171 47854 36.95
Hainan 982 3287 284 1130 3298 366 4553 4795 9348 48.71
Chongqing 2159 9810 1318 3468 13810 2463 13288 19741 33029 40.23
Sichuan 6265 21373 2830 11454 38389 6809 30468 56652 87120 34.97
Guizhou 3397 8702 910 7211 18330 2454 13008 27995 41003 31.73
Yunnan 3969 11399 1035 8236 23894 2694 16403 34825 51228 32.02
Tibet 279 649 41 790 1637 162 969 2589 3558 27.24
Shaanxi 3001 11190 1304 4557 16271 2323 15495 23151 38645 40.09
Gansu 1975 6805 735 4074 14258 1864 9514 20196 29710 32.02
Qinghai 513 1606 167 920 2450 254 2286 3625 5911 38.68
Ningxia 597 2032 189 1053 3007 288 2818 4348 7165 39.33
Xinjiang 2222 7163 664 3562 10031 991 10049 14584 24632 40.79
Total 31prov 116767 466265 51483 153739 533908 78176 634515 765823 1400338 45.31
North 26407 106429 11991 35715 136730 20462 144827 192906 337734 42.88
Northeast 9970 48353 6533 8472 32931 4859 64856 46262 111118 58.37
East 17909 80912 10049 18323 70654 12411 108870 101388 210258 51.78
Central 14384 52558 5808 20530 73735 10656 72750 104920 177671 40.95
South 17403 75067 5571 16118 47854 5308 98041 69280 167322 58.59
Southwest 19539 63901 7412 36948 115051 17383 90851 169382 260234 34.91
Plateau 793 2254 209 1710 4087 416 3255 6214 9469 34.38




Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Prov/Reg 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 1718 12545 2880 574 944 530 17142 2048 19191 89.33
Tianjin 1098 6380 1881 599 1086 430 9359 2114 11473 81.57
Hebei 5060 25211 4515 7610 25710 8582 34786 41901 76687 45.36
Shanxi 3444 15677 2710 4519 12414 3374 21831 20307 42138 51.81
Inner-
Mongolia
2438 11195 2336 2496 6789 2326 15969 11611 27579 57.90
Liaoning 3411 18754 6031 2970 7808 3425 28196 14203 42399 66.50
Jilin 2409 13062 3437 2071 6403 2435 18908 10909 29817 63.41
Heilongjiang 3049 15624 4765 2624 7540 3099 23438 13263 36701 63.86
Shanghai 2280 14549 3890 270 124 203 20720 597 21317 97.20
Jiangsu 5983 33037 7330 5635 18303 7126 46350 31064 77414 59.87
Zhejiang 4128 24899 5431 3721 10916 4344 34458 18982 53440 64.48
Anhui 4674 19817 3421 7091 20759 5889 27912 33740 61651 45.27
Fujian 3363 18662 3034 3748 11543 2944 25059 18234 43293 57.88
Jiangxi 3571 15250 2437 5741 16082 4076 21258 25899 47156 45.08
Shandong 7917 40386 8231 8174 25376 9877 56533 43427 99961 56.56
Henan 6842 31606 5072 11110 35868 10545 43520 57523 101044 43.07
Hubei 5627 27749 5466 5669 17299 5573 38842 28541 67384 57.64
Hunan 4300 21003 4119 6422 21501 7078 29422 35000 64422 45.67
Guangdong 14601 79051 9542 12530 28113 5517 103194 46160 149353 69.09
Guangxi 3495 16143 2654 5475 16030 4176 22292 25681 47973 46.47
Hainan 983 4473 642 1097 2880 609 6098 4586 10685 57.08
Chongqing 2178 11687 2507 3162 10571 3210 16373 16942 33315 49.14
Sichuan 5871 26430 5099 9510 28449 9044 37399 47003 84403 44.31
Guizhou 3520 12848 1665 6468 15500 3177 18032 25145 43177 41.76
Yunnan 4340 17349 2101 7751 20736 4199 23790 32686 56475 42.12
Tibet 368 1148 111 858 1686 244 1627 2787 4414 36.85
Shaanxi 2783 13594 2568 3889 12029 3783 18945 19702 38647 49.02
Gansu 2131 9730 1446 3826 12110 2746 13308 18681 31989 41.60
Qinghai 541 2201 326 872 2214 390 3068 3476 6544 46.89
Ningxia 657 2974 404 1038 2826 499 4035 4363 8398 48.05
Xinjiang 2460 10746 1326 3605 9760 1577 14533 14942 29475 49.31
Total 31prov 115241 573780 107378 141124 409367 121026 796398 671517 1467915 54.25
North 26078 131805 25289 32586 101398 33338 183172 167321 350493 52.26
Northeast 8869 47440 14233 7665 21750 8959 70542 38375 108917 64.77
East 17065 92302 20073 16718 50103 17562 129440 84382 213822 60.54
Central 13499 64003 12021 17832 54881 16726 89523 89440 178962 50.02
South 18947 102186 13218 17374 42536 9070 134351 68980 203331 66.08
Southwest 19403 84457 14026 32366 91285 23806 117886 147457 265343 44.43
Plateau 909 3349 437 1729 3900 634 4695 6263 10958 42.84
Northwest 10469 48238 8081 14853 43514 10932 66789 69299 136088 49.08
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High – H2 scenario
Assumptions
Rural Urban
Life Expectancy Life Expectancy
Year Males Females Year Males Females
2000-2005 67.89 71 2000-2005 71.57 75.58
2005-2010 68.69 71.8 2005-2010 72.16 76.12
2010-2015 69.48 72.59 2010-2015 72.76 76.65
2015-2020 70.26 73.36 2015-2020 73.34 77.18
2020-2025 71.03 74.12 2020-2025 73.93 77.7
2025-2030 71.79 74.87 2025-2030 74.5 78.21
Total Fertility Rate Total Fertility Rate
Year TFR Year TFR
2000-2005 1.98 2000-2005 1.58
2005-2010 1.98 2005-2010 1.58
2010-2015 2 2010-2015 1.64
2015-2020 2.09 2015-2020 1.64
2020-2025 2.11 2020-2025 1.64
2025-2030 2.11 2025-2030 1.64
Net Migration Net Migration
Year Males Females Year Males Females
2000-2005 -34159431 -29098561 2000-2005 34159431 29098561
2005-2010 -29035516 -24733777 2005-2010 29035516 24733777
2010-2015 -32229423 -27454492 2010-2015 32229423 27454492
2015-2020 -35774660 -30474486 2015-2020 35774660 30474486
2020-2025 -33628180 -28646017 2020-2025 33628180 28646017
2025-2030 -31610489 -26927256 2025-2030 31610489 26927256
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Projection  (1000 people)
HIGH POP -- HIGH MIG PROJECTION (H2)
YEAR:2015
Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Prov/Reg 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 2050 13512 1421 415 1763 317 16983 2495 19478 87.19
Tianjin 1285 7089 947 527 1540 260 9321 2327 11648 80.02
Hebei 5524 21722 2196 8048 31596 4909 29442 44553 73996 39.79
Shanxi 3634 13411 1227 4473 14159 1928 18271 20560 38831 47.05
Inner-
Mongolia
2702 10123 1036 2459 8310 1183 13861 11953 25813 53.70
Liaoning 3994 20813 2865 2974 10791 1942 27672 15706 43378 63.79
Jilin 2805 13345 1577 2061 8476 1243 17727 11780 29507 60.08
Heilongjiang 3617 15998 2169 2657 9820 1526 21783 14003 35786 60.87
Shanghai 2791 17171 2074 23 571 208 22036 802 22837 96.49
Jiangsu 7022 32476 3914 5799 24631 4909 43411 35338 78749 55.13
Zhejiang 4714 24897 2571 3677 14609 2759 32181 21045 53226 60.46
Anhui 4994 16094 1856 7350 23463 4256 22944 35070 58014 39.55
Fujian 3769 16753 1391 3846 13517 1650 21913 19014 40927 53.54
Jiangxi 3857 12206 1185 6066 17723 2397 17248 26186 43433 39.71
Shandong 8833 37730 4103 8105 33093 6100 50667 47298 97965 51.72
Henan 7286 25601 2528 11682 41603 6512 35415 59797 95212 37.20
Hubei 6511 25645 2651 5821 21486 3332 34807 30638 65445 53.19
Hunan 4872 18567 2107 7019 26276 4639 25546 37934 63480 40.24
Guangdong 15131 71007 4297 11041 29801 3418 90435 44260 134694 67.14
Guangxi 3895 12998 1336 5947 17408 2846 18229 26201 44430 41.03
Hainan 1065 3704 294 1069 3040 363 5063 4472 9536 53.10
Chongqing 2343 10873 1362 3273 12748 2420 14578 18440 33018 44.15
Sichuan 6521 21749 2886 10365 32967 6574 31156 49907 81063 38.43
Guizhou 3550 8978 921 6555 15467 2351 13448 24373 37821 35.56
Yunnan 4359 13171 1078 7828 22159 2653 18608 32640 51248 36.31
Tibet 310 764 43 757 1524 160 1118 2441 3559 31.41
Shaanxi 3175 11985 1331 4212 14479 2261 16491 20951 37442 44.04
Gansu 2156 7784 762 3867 13201 1834 10703 18901 29604 36.15
Qinghai 552 1761 171 864 2221 248 2484 3333 5817 42.70
Ningxia 660 2360 197 1013 2834 286 3216 4133 7349 43.76
Xinjiang 2518 8724 704 3526 9981 1005 11946 14512 26457 45.15
Total 31prov 126496 519008 53198 143317 481258 76489 698702 701064 1399766 49.92
North 28613 119065 12421 33249 123756 20026 160099 177031 337130 47.49
Northeast 10416 50155 6610 7692 29086 4711 67182 41489 108671 61.82
East 19521 90637 10415 16848 63274 12133 120572 92254 212827 56.65
Central 15240 56418 5943 18906 65485 10367 77601 94758 172359 45.02
South 19965 91464 5982 15956 46359 5431 117411 67746 185157 63.41
Southwest 20667 67769 7583 33968 100749 16845 96019 151562 247581 38.78
Plateau 862 2525 214 1622 3744 408 3602 5775 9376 38.41




Urban Rural Urban Rural Prov/Reg Urban
Prov/Reg 0-14 15-64 65+ 0-14 15-64 65+ total total total share %
Beijing 2620 17966 3199 258 419 505 23786 1183 24969 95.26
Tianjin 1458 8089 1985 387 592 399 11532 1379 12911 89.32
Hebei 6205 30175 4788 6116 20376 8300 41168 34792 75960 54.20
Shanxi 4264 18837 2852 3612 9737 3266 25954 16615 42569 60.97
Inner-
Mongolia
2846 12122 2402 1802 4905 2209 17369 8916 26285 66.08
Liaoning 4063 20679 6202 2101 5399 3236 30944 10736 41680 74.24
Jilin 2936 15019 3567 1490 4740 2328 21522 8558 30080 71.55
Heilongjiang 3260 14383 4774 1662 4793 2861 22417 9316 31733 70.64
Shanghai 3278 20757 4322 14 67 138 28357 219 28577 99.23
Jiangsu 7481 39731 7712 4225 13867 6891 54925 24983 79907 68.74
Zhejiang 5388 31455 5772 2894 8326 4247 42615 15467 58082 73.37
Anhui 5012 18911 3441 4989 13782 5418 27364 24190 51554 53.08
Fujian 4274 22974 3219 3013 9195 2879 30467 15088 45554 66.88
Jiangxi 4048 16081 2489 4317 11572 3816 22619 19706 42325 53.44
Shandong 9688 47192 8638 6136 19144 9521 65518 34801 100319 65.31
Henan 7815 33969 5259 8370 25933 9930 47043 44233 91276 51.54
Hubei 6786 31781 5688 4189 12878 5339 44255 22407 66662 66.39
Hunan 4884 22046 4247 4784 15612 6677 31177 27072 58249 53.52
Guangdong 21324 113234 10946 10763 22341 5788 145504 38892 184396 78.91
Guangxi 3776 15784 2662 3901 10573 3835 22222 18309 40531 54.83
Hainan 1233 5438 679 866 2243 593 7350 3702 11052 66.51
Chongqing 2681 13871 2629 2539 8386 3094 19180 14019 33200 57.77
Sichuan 6357 25277 5163 6818 19298 8391 36797 34508 71305 51.61
Guizhou 3806 12667 1652 4712 10360 2890 18125 17962 36087 50.23
Yunnan 5395 21306 2240 6432 16846 4070 28941 27348 56290 51.41
Tibet 461 1436 118 737 1402 237 2015 2376 4391 45.90
Shaanxi 3227 14794 2650 2942 8808 3589 20671 15338 36010 57.41
Gansu 2626 11818 1531 3164 9859 2656 15974 15679 31653 50.47
Qinghai 649 2533 337 697 1728 372 3519 2797 6316 55.72
Ningxia 843 3770 432 880 2350 491 5045 3720 8766 57.56
Xinjiang 3359 14747 1472 3239 8848 1613 19579 13699 33278 58.83
Total 31prov 142044 678844 113067 108051 304379 115580 933955 528009 1461965 63.88
North 32050 156229 26722 24879 76201 31922 215001 133002 348003 61.78
Northeast 10259 50081 14543 5254 14932 8425 74882 28610 103493 72.36
East 21159 110854 21248 12122 36042 16694 153261 64859 218119 70.26
Central 15718 69908 12424 13290 40062 15832 98051 69184 167235 58.63
South 26831 141646 14844 14642 33779 9260 183321 57681 241002 76.07
Southwest 22015 88906 14345 24403 65464 22280 125266 112147 237413 52.76
Plateau 1111 3969 454 1434 3130 609 5534 5173 10707 51.69
Northwest 12902 57250 8487 12027 34768 10558 78639 57353 135992 57.83
